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The High School Teams Will Use Community Merle Foster Perishes In Attempt To Escape
Building Gym—The Spectators’ Angle
From Blazing Snowman House
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WEBSTER-PETTINGILL
Member Of Court House
Family Steals March On
Solicitous Friends
Elaborate preparations which have
been underway several days for par
ticipation in the wedding of a popu
lar Court House official ceased sud
denly this morning with the discov
ery that said official was married
last Sunday and had already gone to
housekeeping at 354 Broadway. Coun
ty Commissioner E. SteWart Orbeton’s
chagrin ls earning him much "sym
pathy."
Joined in wedlock on this occa-
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Volume 91................ Number 145.

THE WHITE CAR OF SAFETY

Patrolman Shaw Gives a Demonstration In Rock
land Of What State Is Doing

Conspicuous on Rockland streets [ pulling away from the curb and to
Tuesday afternoon was the trim avo'd double parking,
Pedestrians are especially urged to
heated and
white motor car operated by the
use cross walks—in other words not
blower sys
State Highway Police in the inter to indulge in the so-called Jay walk
air rapidly
ests of public safety. Seated at the ing.
Motorists are also asked to use
wheel was City Marshal Almnn P.
Richardson, who counts traffic safety hand signals in making turns or
when about to stop. Watch is kept
one of the highest essentials of his
for mutilated or indistinguishable
department. Beside him, operating a number plates, and the owner is im
microphone, was George I. Shaw, mediately to have the matter attend
who for several years has been en ed to.
gaged in patrol duty out of tlie
Mr Shaw never Inflicts a repri
Thomaston headquarters, but who was mand through the microphone, but
if the driver does not follow instruc
tions he alights from his own car
and goes to the one whose driver is
in error. Courteous language is al
at the High School sorely needed for'
other purposes.
ways used, but should a "bawling
out" seem necessary there is ample
The court at Community Building
reason to believe that George I. Shaw
is the standard 72x42 feet with better
than six feet foul territory on all
knows the ritual. It is scarcely
Congregational Church
sides and ample room for officials
necessary to mention in passing that
SATURDAY, DEC. 5
and press tables. Dressing rooms
in Mr Shaw the State Highway
9.00 A. M.
Police Department has a man of ex
and showers for both men and wom
en's teams are excellent. From the
ceptionally high character and quali
spectators point of view the new ar
fications.
rangement will prove highly advan
Special stress is laid on the fact
I obeyed George Shaw’s warning
tageous. The building is in the Joseph E. Blaisdell, No. 1 friend of
that pedestrians should walk on the
American Legion
the boys and girls of Rockland
left side of a highway, and Mr. Shaw
down town section, centrally located
Auxiliary
at the corner of Union and Limerock
recently placed in charge of the states in this connection that Walter
Hob steaks a march on the “Court safety car, selling his important E. Brennan, the State's safety direc
streets, 60 seconds from Main street. and will prevent the discomfort atHouse Crowd"
Parking facilities are good and will gathenng place. It will have the
wares to all of the residents of Maine. tor is highly pleased at the campaign
be much improved in the near future. most modem lighting equal to playing
Two members of the press served as ! which The Courier-Gazette has volFor the first time in Knox County in daylight.
sion were Deputy Sheriff Robert A. "back seat drivers" on this occa untarily waged to have pedestrians
history basketball fans will have
• • • •
Webster and Miss Ada L. Pettingill. sion, but were extremely discreet use the left side of the road.
comfortable, plentiful seats entirely
Bicycle riders are cautioned against
both of Rockland. The ceremonj' when the click of the "mike" showed
A group of the Associates 40 strong
LEGION HALL
removed from the playing surface
that Mr. Shaw was about to broad- carrying passengers on the handle
I
was
performed
in
Warren
by
Rev.
H
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
visited the building Tuesday after
bars.
with all parts of the court visible,
SUPPER 5 TO 7
I. Holt, pastor of "the Congregational
noon, many of them for the first
(Pedestrians should use sidewalks
145-lt from every seat. The new court will
Church,
the
couple
being
unattend

Cold weather and snow have been ing their time and work to push to
almost certainly prove popular with time, and viewed the interior in de
where
the walks are in suitable con
lighted amazement. The women no obstacle to progress at the Hos completion the two huge heatilator ed. The bride wore a traveling gown.
dition.
visiting teams.
The
newlyweds
will
be
"at
home
’
These comfortable permanent seats folk were especially enthused over mer's Pond winter sports area. Of fireplaces. The granite in one is now after Feb. 1st.
Coasters are asked to use only
are easily reached via the main en the beautiful tower room and course it has made work more diffi well above the mantle shelf and the
those streets which are named by
The bridegroom is a World War
trance on Limerock street through promptly claimed it for their own. cult and at times more uncomfort other will have reached the same
the Police Department as protected.
veteran and member of WinslowAdjournment
was
made
to
the
able.
but
lt
still
moves
froward.
point
by
the
end
of
the
week.
the handsome foyer with its two tick
(The list ls given above).
Holbrook Post A L. He served two
The past week has brought the ex
et offices ad convenient checkroom. Chamber of Commerce rooms where
At the conclusion of Tuesday's
To Have Lights Soon
and one-half years in the Navy, most
There are two entrances to the spec committee reports were heard, show terior of the building to a point
demonstration
Mr. Shaw saw a large
Lights are on the way. The Cen of the time in North Atlantic wa
I didn't
tators sections which are reached by ing the big organization to be round where, if sufficient carpenters will j tral Maine Power Co. put such a
truck backing from Lindsey stret.
ters, and when released from active
broad aisles. The seats are raised ing swiftly but solidly into a smooth put in appearance early, next Sun speedy crew on this Job that in two i service had won the rank of lieuteninto Main and immediately cau
cast an important message to tlie
BRIG. YOUNG
day
should
finish
it
as
to
siding
and
working
machine.
.
All
committees
six feet above the playing floor with
days time, poles were set. wires run ant junlor grade He served four traveling public—a message which tioned the driver against that
96 So. Main St. Rockland heavy pipe railings at all exposed reported excellent progress Incor staining. Last Sunday, and even •cross the end of the pond and con-! years as city marshal of Rockland Inevitably had a pleasing sign-off in practice. This, by the way. is per
points. Egress is doubly easy as wide poration is in progress and Bob Hud during the present week, five of the section is now made at the lodge and one year as chief of police at
haps the most abused street corner
the form of "thank you.”
Tel. 1132-W
stairs at either end lead directly to son's dance committee plans to break best masons in this section, together
ln Rockland.
I
Northeast
Harbor,
being
now
on
the
The demonstration Tuesday cen
(Continued on Page 81xi
145-145
the main floor which has exits to all records with the great New Year's with several helpers, have been giv
Mr. Shaw's office is ln Augusta,
j third year of his duties as deputy tered around as many of the school
I
Eve dance in the new auditorium.
but he is constantly on the move,
collector and turnkey of Knox Coun buildings as could be handled at thc
be accommodated as long as those .
going where duty calls and Mr. Bren
ROCKLAND LIONS
ty Jail. He is a member of all the closing hour. The car parked at the
numbers
lasted.
WILL MEET FRIDAY
j local Masonic bodies, up to and in- corner of Lincoln and Summer nan orders. He speaks often before
yesterday was John M.
„
service clubs, schools and other or
Members Mouths Watered „.A. guest
.
. .
r■ eluding Claremont Commandery, streets near the McLain building
Richardson, chairman of the commit-,
_
ganizations. using in the schools a
County Of Religious Educa
where Mr. Shaw's words of caution
As They Witnessed Zane tee to furnish and equip the new ] K. T.
program of one and one-half to two
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4
tion To Hold Sessions In j
had a broadcast radius of about 1500
Community Building, who will be' The bride is a daughter of Mrs.
Grey’s Achievements
hours, with motion pictures Included
THOMASTON HIGH GYM
feet.
Rockport Church
guest speaker next Wednesday. Mr Annie Bucklin and has had an ex
In Waterville his talk stressed some
GILMAN HIGH BOYS
The effect was impressive and al
Joseph | Blaisdell. principal of Richardson will speak 15 minutes on ceptionally successful career as
of
the frequent violations there, and
Varsity and Junior Varsity
Pupils emerging
The Knox County Council of Re (Rockland High School, was to have little known matters concerning the trained nurse. She is a member of most startling.
he was warmly commended by the
VS.
from the two large buildings, armed
ligious Education will meet Friday been guest speaker at the meeting of building and will then answer ques- Miriam Rebekah Lodge
Hancock County Champs and Bangor Tournament Winners
Waterville Sun on the following
with sleds and bicycles, and about to
Last Vear
morning
afternoon and evening at 2 and 7.15 the (Lions Club yesterday, but in turn UOM propounded by the members.
exercise their pent-up spirits sud
THOMASTON HIGH BOYS
to be one of the winter's
p. m. at the Rockport M. E Church. introducedJ Munson White of Port- (, It promises
\
denly
heard
from
out
of
the
skies,
Our announcement in Tuesday's
Varsity and Junior Varsity
most interesting meetings.
MOVIE STAR IN ROCKLAND
At the afternoon session, the devo land, who gave the club an unexpect •
GAME AT 7.30
REFEREE, CLIFF FELT
issue that J. C. Hobbs had the first and with no speaker visible, not to
The famous Peggy Eames. "Our
The
meeting
was
the
first
to
be
j
s)elghride
o(
the
season
brings
play in the streets, to walk on the
tions will be led by the Rev. John ed treat in the form of a talking plcGang" comedy star, who will appear
held by the Lions in The Thorndike friendly protest from L. E. Jones of sidewalks, and if in the highway to
W. Hyssong of Rockport, with greet
at the Ocean View Ball Room Satur
Grill since the decorating was done, the central Maine Power Company use the left side of the street. Al
day together with her famous Holly
ings from Rev. Zebedee Andrews,
and many words of approval were wh0 alloW5 his sleighridc antedates ways the words of caution were
SPECIAL ATTRACTION SATURDAY NIGHT
wood Collegians Orchestra, is a fea
pastor of the host church. Rev.
couched in polite phrases, always the
heard.
Jose's.
tured singer and dancer. She comes
Howard A. Welch, pastor of the
students were made to understand
here, direct from Hollywood, where
that the work was being done for
Warren Baptist Church will make
she has recently been featured in pic
their own welfare, and always the
the response as president of the
tures. She will be remembered from
sentences concluded with the words
HAL CUTTER And His
the famous Our Gang comedy shorts,
Council. At the business session re
“thank you.”
but Peggy is quite grown now, and
HOLLYWOOD COLLEGIANS
ports from the officers, and various
Tlie safety car was soon surround
does a smart singing and dance rou
Featuring
committees will be given. Special ture program which exploited the
ed by 100 or more children, who
tine. that endears her to all who have
music has been arranged also for the South Sea travels of Zane Grey, the
listened in awe-stricken silence while
PEGGY AMES (in person)
seen or heard her work. This band,
afternoon and evening.
the “mounted policeman.” as they in
famous author, and his wonderful |
iFamous "Our Gang" Comedy Stan
under the direction of Hal Cutter,
Mrs. Clara Emery. County Superin
1
sisted
upon calling Mr. Shaw, was
SHE SINGS AND DANCES
has been an outstanding radio at
tendent of Alcohol Education will achievement in catching a great mar
speaking. Now and then a mischiev
traction on the Red networks or the
give a demonstration at 3.10. The lin which weighed 1040 pounds, and
ous look forged to the front on their
TONIGHT
Major
Radio chains. They are heard
round table discussion at 3.40 will be- which would have weighed, the an
features, but the broadcaster's words
on Sundays, at the Kays Jewelry
led
by
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
of
the
Warren
GEORGE ROGERS And His
nouncer said, about 1300 pounds if
were immediately obeyed, and as the
hour. Hal and His Boys are Just
Congregational Church, the subject.
car moved on. hundreds of school sharks
had
not
eaten
from
the
car

closing an engagement at the famous
WINDSOR CLUB ORCHESTRA
"Our County Association—Why or
children scattered to their distant
cass
before
it
could
be
taken
in
tow.
Westminster Hotel ln Boston, at
Why Not?” In conclusion there will
homes to spread word of the white
Drake's famous Blue Room, where
The picture contained some won
be a roll call of schools, each school
car, and the important work the
they made an unprecedented hit, and
asked to submit in writing a report derful "shots," as photographers
“mounty” was doing.
this is their first and only Maine tour
covering these items, name of their have it, and the action was unceas
Followed visits to the three streets
this season.—adv.
•
pastor name of their superintendent,
which have been set aside by the
ing. The program over-ran schedule
total enrollment, average attendance,
police department for coasting pur
and any other item of especial inter by quarter of an hour, but the picture
poses, Masonic, Pacific and Warren. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ROCKPORT HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
was so fascinating, and the announcer
est.
On all three thoroughfares officials WHATEVER THE WEATHER MAY BE
V&.
Visitors will take their own basket was so humorous that nobody noted
of the National Youth Administra "Whatever the weather may be," says
UNION HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
lunch for the supper hour at 6 the passage of time.
he—
tion were performing traffic duty—
"Whatever the weather may be.
o'clock, the local church to furnish
Principal Blaisdell's talk, which is
quietly and efficiently, and the mo It's plaze. If ye will, an' I'll say me say—
today was the wlnterest day.
coffee.
awaited with equal interest, will be
torists were cheerfully co-operating. Supposin'
Wud the weather be changing because
The evening session, opening at given in the nearjfuture. And at that
ADMISSION 25c
ye cried.
GAME CALLED AT 7.30
The writer found himself in
the enow be grass were ye crucified?
7.15 with an opening hymn will hear time it is hoped that Chairman Fon
Front row, left to right—Samuel Pinanski, M. & P. Theatres Head; Neil familiar territory on Masonic street, Or
JOHN DURRELL, Referee
The best Is to make yer own summer."
reports from committees, and the Russell will have located a stauncher Agnew. Vice President Paramount Pictures; Martin J. Mullin, M. & P. The where In years agone he had spent
says he—
the weather may be. says
election of officers. Miss Amy G. seat.
atres Head. Rear row, left to right—William Erbb. New England Manager so many happy (and dangerous) "Whatever
he—
"Whatever
the weather may be!
>! Sherman of Rockland will lead the
District Governor George W. Dyer Paramount Pictures; Robert Gillham, Advertising Director Paramount Pic hours, the danger arising from the
: I devotions and the principal address
tures;
Joe
linger,
Eastern
Sales
Manager
Paramount
Pictures;
Joe
Dondis,
stated that the Camden-Rockport
fact that there were no National "Whatever the weather may be." says
he—
will be. “The Hammers Break;” God's Club has voted to have a joint meet M. P. Theatres City Manager, Rockland. Me.
Youth Administration officers in
"Whatever the weather may be.
Anvil Stands" delivered by Rev. Cym- ing with the Rockland Club in Janu
It's
thc
songs ye sing, an' the smiles ye
those days, no State Highway Police
wear.
brid Hughes of Augusta
That's
a-makln'
the sun shine every
ary, but for lack of facilities was
The opening guns in the nation-; man," "Maid Of 3alem,' "College safety car, and no Argus-eyed George
where;
coming
to
Rockland
to
hold
it
in

Shaw.
An' the world of gloom ls a world of glee.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
wide celebration of Adolph Zuker’s Holiday," "Souls At Sea," "High
SERVICE
SALES
UNITED STATES FOR THE
On Warren street coasting was in Wld the bird ln the bush, an' the bud
stead. The idea found popular favor
ln the tree.
silver jubilee by Paramount Pictures Wld<> *ld Handsome."
DISTRICT OF MAINE
fruit on the stlm o' the bough."
and the invitation was immediately
IN BANKRUPTCY
Present at this meeting were full blast, and the happy shrieks of An’ the
says he,
To the Creditors of George A. Tarr of accepted.
were fired at a general meeting of Samuel plnanski and Martln MulUn the children fell upon the crisp De "Whatever
the weather may be," says
Owls Head, ln the County of Knox and
FORD LABORATORY TEST SET
he—
A. E. Brunberg reported having se Paramount Pictures executives and M & P Theatre heads; Neil Agnew cember air. History was repeating
j State of Maine.
"Whatever the weather may be!"
Notice ls hereby given that on the
Itself.
21st day of November. 1936. the said cured $52 worth of membership ap- M & P showmen at M & P Theatres vice president of (Paramount Pic
SCHOOLED MECHANICS
George A Tarr was duly adjudicated pications in the Winter Sports Project headquarters at 60 Scollay Square in tures; William Erbb, New England
As the demonstration progressed "Whatever the weather may be," says
he- ■
Bankrupt, and that the first meeting of
Mr.
Shaw explained more fully the
.'Whatever the weather may be.
at
Camden.
his creditors will be held at the Court
manager of Paramount Pictures
Boston.
Ye can bring the spring, wld Its green
House, ln Rockland. Maine, on the
The Club will co-operate in the
Present plans include a nation Joe Unger, Eastern sales manager object of the white car campaignan' gold.
eleventh day of December. A. D. 1936. at
nine o'clock ln the fore noon, at which matter of securing a public ice skat wide celebration starting Jan. 7, 1937, Robert Gillham, advertising director information which is well known to An' the grass ln the grove where the
snow lies cold;
time the said creditors may attend,
Mr. Zuker’s birthday. The produc of Paramount Pictures; Connie Rus most motorists, but unfortunately not An' ye'll warm •yer back, wld a smiling
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, ing rink.
24-HOUR SERVICE
face.
examine the Bankrupt, and transact
Levi Flint, in charge of auto regis tions to be shown to the public in sell, Bangor City manager for M & always obeyed.
As ye sit at yer heart, like an owld fire
such business as may properly come be
place.
In the congested area of a city Mr.
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 350
tration for this district, announced clude many of the finest films in P Theaters; Al Moreau, district
fore said meeting.
An' toast the toes o' yer soul." says he.
Bankrupt's petition was filed Novem that new plates in the 8000-series
Shaw stresses three points—speed "Whatever the weather may be." says
years.
Twelve
feature
attractions
will
manager
for
M
&
P
Theatres;
Joe
ber 19. 1936.
CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
he—
WALTER M. SANBORN.
would be available here, and that be released, including such pictures Dondis. city manager ln Rockland, not in excess of 25 miles an hour, the
"Whatever the weather may be!'
• Referee ln Bankruptcy
144-14C
r-Jaiueo Whitcomb Riley
those who desired low numbers would as "Champaign Waltz," “The Plains- for IM & P theatres, and many others, use of the out-stretched hand in
December 2, 1936. ■

Basketball will come into its own j the street through which
this winter else the writer is a false [ W be driven,
prophet, and the reason is not far! Th« big auditorium is
I ventilated by a modern
to seek. Rockland High School will
tem which changes the
play its games this winter on the!
splendid new court of Community
• Building, as fine a playing surface
Great men stand like towers ln
as the State affords and a seating
... the city of God. —Longfellow
♦ arrangement second to none
*•*
H
...
| Tliis decidedly pleasing state of
affairs is brought about through
Maine Extension Service bulletin agreement between
BlaU.
227. now available, gives the story of dell and the Community Building
15 years of pullorum disease eradica group. The arrangement will be
tion in Maine Requests should be "twice blessed,” benefitting financial
addressed to the Extension Service. ly both school and building fund,
Orono. Maine.
and at th4 same time freeing space

RUMMAGE SALE

SUPPER AND
CHRISTMAS SALE
Saturday, Dec. 5

automobiles

The John Snowman house at embers until the hair on his back
Ash Point was burned flat at 2.30 was scorched.
Something wrong thought the
this morning, together with the
observers, and they stopped their
barn and all of the contents of both
car to investigate.
What they
buildings.
found was the remains of a hu
Merle Foster, 'who had been a man body, which proved to be that
boarder there the past 26 years, of Merle Foster. The body lay
perished in the flames, and until near the chimney and about five
feet from the door, indicating that
well into the forenoon it was
he made a desperate attempt to
feared that Mr. Snowman’s daugh work his way out of the blazing
ter, Rita, was also a victim.
It structure.
Mr. Spear promptly notified the
developed that she had left thc
house during the evening, and was medical examiner, Dr. H. J. Weis
man, who made as thorough an ex
with friends in this city.
Mr.
amination as the heated ruins w'ould
Snowman, because of illness for sev permit.
eral days, had been stopping with a
A preliminary investigation had
neighbor, a short distance down the previously been made by Deputy
road.
Sheriff Harry D. Phillips. Sheriff
Neighbors saw a light in the C. Earle Ludwick, called from
house shortly after midnight and nother official business, was also
within a few hours the building was early on the scene.
ablaze.
Foster, who belonged to a large
Passing the ruins during the and well known Ash Point family,
morning S. Nilo Spear and Charles was not married.
Swett had their attention attracted
Snowman lAst all of his posses
by the actions of a dog which per sions except the clothes which he
sisted in making its way among the wore at the time.

NO LIMIT BUT THE SKY

Hosmer’s Pond Project Goes Right Along With
No Stops Permitted

ALIVE BAIT
FOR SALE

BASKETBALL

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

PLANS FOR ZUKOR JUBILEE

BASKETBALL

Rockport Gym

Friday, December 4

A

CUMMINGS MOTORS, Inc.

STORAGE
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“Bill" Porter, Now One Of
the Country's Leading Pre
mium Buyers

For as many as are led by the
Spirit of God. they are the sons of
God. —Rom. 8: 14.

Protect Your Home
from Tuberculosis
BUY
CHRISTMAS SEALS

ft
ft
ft
ft

The Courier-Gazette has received j ft
a copy of the trade paper known as
“Sales Promotion' and it experi- 1
encqd a thrill of local pride when it 1
read on the front page the following
article concerning a former Rock
land boy:
•’William OTbeton Porter, vice
president of the Premium Service
Co., Inc., 7 and 9 fWest 18th street, i
New York, is one of the most impor
tant premium buyers of the United
States. He has a keen sense of
values in premium merchandise and
does all the buying for l?ls corpora
tion which functions as the premium
bureau for scores of large and middle
sized corporations, among which are
such houses as lever Bros. Co., Pet
Milk Sales Corporation and Skinner
Manufacturing Company-. The pre
mium volume bought by Mr. Porter
each year naturally is very large.
“‘Bill’ Porter is very active in the
Premium Advertising Association
of America. Inc., and its conventions
and in the East and West Premium
Shows. He has worked in the Execu
tive Committee of the Show for
several years. He has served the
premium industry for fifteen years,
is one of the best liked personalities
in the trade, and is as stable and
dependable as the granite hills of
Maine, where he was reared.
“In his hours off 'Bill' Porter is a
sailor and fisherman, living at Blue
Point. Long Island, on the Great
South Bay. where his fondness for
water sports has ample scope for
expression. But his first passion un
doubtedly is working out the fas
cinating technique of sales promo
tion.”
In connection with the article re
printed above appears an excellent
] portrait of •'Bill" Porter, and in the
features it is easy to read the alert
ness and keenness which have early
placed him on the road to success.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
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I
I
I
ft
ft
ft
ft

Perhaps your mail this week has
brought to you holiday greetings in
the form of Christmas Seals, which
you are asked to purchase in order
that you may aid the American Red
Cross in its gallant fight against the
White Plague. If you failed to re
ceive a block of the seals, or if you
have failed to return the dollar
which is desired, are you congratu
lating yourself that you have saved
money? Your premise may be cor
rect, if either is the case, but how
fares your battle with your own
conscience? We leave the matter
there.
Knox County, never shirking its
responsibility where the Red Cross
is concerned—or any other civic en
terprise—is organized for this new
campaign with the following com
mittees Camden, Mrs. Charles E. I
Lord; St. George, Principal Clay- I
ton Hunnewell; Rockland, Itooevik I

THOMASTON AGOG

Club; Rockport, Mrs. Frederick
Richards and Miss Mildred Graf- 1
fam; Thomaston, Miss Dorothy
Starrett and Mrs. Marie Singer:
Union, Dr. H. H. Plumer, and
Mrs. Ethel Creighton; Warren, no j

local committee.
With each batch of Christmas
Seals has gone to the prospective
purchaser this appealing message:
“The Maine Public Health Association is celebrating its 25th birthday this year! Not with parades
and fireworks! Oh no! But with
more health education; more tuber
culosis prevention; more assistance
with purchasing x-ray films; and
more health work for the boys and
girls of Maine.
“This is your opportunity to as
sist with the celebration, for the
little Christmas Seals have played a
big part in the program conducted
by the Maine Public Health Asso
ciation for the checking of tubercu
losis. We are enclosing some of
the 1936 seals, and are asking you
in all sincerity to buy' just as many
as you can. They are one dollar
per hundred, or one cent each.
“Please send cash, check or
monev-order to the address given
on the enclosed envelope.
More
Seals may be secured from the
Committee, or, if we have sent you
too many, please return the extra
ones when paying for those you

Over Showing Of Its Court
Teams — Gilman High
Comes Friday

Tuesday night in Andrews Gym
nasium Styvie's girls proceeded to
upset the "'All 6tars of Knox
County. The scoring began when
Hapworth, Rockland's speedy ex-for
' ward. sank two spectacular shots
from center. Then the Thomaston
i
defense began to click. For the re1 mainder of the half both teams
played with lightning speed. The
score at the half found Thomaston
leading by a score of 9-8.
In the following quarter Styvie's
j girls showed their superiority both in
offensive and defensive work. During
the last quarter the All Stars attemp
ted a comeback but only once did
they succeed in breaking Thomasj ton's stonewall defense. Feyler scor
ing one field goal. From this point
i on it was Thomaston's game, the
final score being 27-18.
The local boys were defeated by
the Alumni 25-23.

keep.
"Remember—The good they do
Depends on you!
And buy generously.
"With best wishes for a Merry-

Christmas,
Yours for Health,
Christmas Seal Committee”

ACCENT ON •‘YOUTH”
Deputation Of U. of M. Stu
dents At Congregational
ChuTch Sunday
The accent will be “On Youth'’ at
the Congregational Church this week
end, when a deputation of students
from the University of Maine will
take charge of all services. This depu
tation will consist of three young
women and two young men. students
at the U of M., and members of the
Maine Christian Association.
Activities begin with a social for
all young people of High School age
or older, in the Congregational parish.
The social win begin at 7.30 Saturday
evening, and will be held in the ves
try of the church. The deputation
will direct the evenings activities.
The regular morning church service
on Sunday will also be held under
the leadership of the same group. The
meeting of the Comrades of the Way
will be merged with the regular Sun
day evening service at 7.30, when the
students will again take charge.
All the younger people of the parish
are assured of enjoyment and spiritual
inspiration at these services and so
cial, and the older people will find
the meetings worshipful and en
couraging. All the meetings on Sun
day will, of course, be open to the
general public.

Thomahton High
O
F

Johnson, rf
Condon. If .
Felt, cf ......
Coates, eg .
Bradlee. rg
Jack, lg ......

3
3
4
o
0
•

3
2
2
0
0
0

27
10
7
All-Stars
F
p
G
4
Feyler, rf
4
12
6
Hapworth. w........ 3
0
Mahoney, cf ........ 0
0
0
Foster, eg
. 0
0
0
0
Korpinen, rg ........ . 0
0
Jacobs, lg
. 0
0
0
Osgood, cf ........... . 0
0
0
—
—
—
7
4
18
Scorer, Seeber. Timer, Moran.
Referee, Felt.
Gilman High School will furnish
the opposition for the Black and
White lads Friday night.
This will be the first invasion of
the down east club into Knox County
for a long time. Gilman High is
located on Mt. Desert Island in the
town of North East Harbor. Every
season an outstanding club is turned
out by this school. Last year they
won the Hancock County Champion
ship at Ellsworth and ended the sea
son by winning the Small School
tournament at Bangor. It was at
the Bangor tournament that Gilman
defeated the Pekes when they were
going at their best. Graduation hurt
both clubs but Coach Foster has the
habit of producing winning clubs and
this year should be no exception.
Captain Hodgkins, a veteran guard
of three campaigns, is the star of this
years club. Eaton, brilliant forward,
will cause the Thomaston guards
plenty of trouble.
Coach Wood has his boys fast
rounding into shape with three wins
already this season they will try to
make number four. The Pekes dropped
an
exhibition
game
to
the
Alumni by a score of 25-22 Tuesday.
Everyone should plan to attend this
game and give down east champions
a fine reception.
Gilman's Junior Varsity will be the

Every-Other-Day

We take a very real pleasure in presenting our holiday
stocks for your consideration—A complete line to suit
your every Christmas need in the home.

GIFT CEDAR CHESTS
‘ ,75

ALWAYS PROPER

A SPINET DESK

SPLENDID HOLIDAY

In Mahogany or Walnut Only

RUG VALUES

$8.50

Modern Patterns. Beautiful Design
in Large Assortment

$4.50 and up

BOOK STAND

BED LAMPS

A Double Value in Mahorany or

We Have a Charming .Assortment
of Bed Lamps. Choice of Style and
Shade.

Walnut Revolving Book Stand

98c up

$1.25 up
THE SNOW KING
Speedster with Round
Runners
The skd they all demand

Famous

$1.50 and up

Gift Suggestions

END T.ABLES

SEWING CABINETS
BOUDOIR CHAIRS
MAGAZINE RACKS
FLOOR LAMPS

OCCASIONAL TABLES

WE STOCK A VERY' COMPLETE LINE OF

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
OVERSTLTFED CHAIRS

YOU ARE INVITED
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR COMFORTABLE
BUDGET PLAN

T. H. S rivals in a preliminary game
Game at 7:30.
The starting line-up will probably
be:
Gilman — Hodgkins. Capt. rg:
Graves, lg; Craney. c; Watson, rf;
Eaton. If.
Thomaston—Elwell, rg; Upham, lg;
C. Delano. Capt. c; Merrill, rf; Dav
it

Gift Suggestions

CEDAR CHESTS, from $16.50 up

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

For “Little Mother”
What is More Appropriate Than a
Beautiful Doll Carriage

$1.50 and up
ALL THE FACILITIES OF OUR
STORE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL.
VISIT US—YOU WILL BE
WELCOME

term, Mr. Creel's article deals with
the Supreme Court, future social leg
Roosevelt Says He Will Be In islation. undistributed profits and
possible corrective amendments to
Hyde Park, "Having the other measures passed during the W MJ AM
Time Of My Life”
last term. He also tells of the Presi
dent's own reaction to the bitter
President Roosevelt has no lnten- criticism of his famous "master." I
, ,
I tion of seeking re-election for a third
speech delivered at Madison Square
; term ln 1940 according to George Garden at the end of the recent cam
and ballot boxes maj' be found ln creel, who writes of the President's
paign. Mr Roosevelt felt, according
Senter Crane's, Perry's Markets and plans and policies in a forthcoming
to Mr. Creel's article, that his phrase,
Johnston's
Drug
Store.
issue of ‘‘Colliers ” Mr vrec1,
Creel who
__
,.
,
W,1J. "these forces will meet their master.'
standing of the contestants was ciogeiy associated with the Presi
hai
considerai>ly since the dent when
were members of was unfairly distorted to imply a
iast counting and finds Francis j Woodrow Wilson's official family, I threat of dictatorship.

SOUTHERN CRUISE WINNERS

NO THIRD TERM

The winners of the Southern
Winter Cruise Contest will sail on
i
uliners afloat,
one of, most ,luxurious
,
Friday's Meeting Of Com de beautiful M. V Britannic of the
munity Building Associ- [ Cunard Lines. This ship has only
The President’s hope for the future
recently been taken from the trans- j Havener Jr. out In the lead with quotes Mr. Roosevelt as saying:
ates Important
atlantic trade and refitted for the Vivian Mullen ln hot pursuit and , “Jan. 21. 1941. when a new Presi- of the New Deal, according to Mr.
In order to hasten the active work . f a mous sunshine cruises In Southern ’wond position. Third place is held dent takes over, I will be in Hyde Creel's article, ‘‘is the establishment
of a new social order that will re
of the corporation to legally handle 1 waters. The Britannic will sail at 6y Edna Gregory' and Arlene Havener par|{ having the time of my life."
8 p. m.. on January 16 from New k
fourth rank. Charles Mitchell
two preVj0US occasions Mr tain every value of the old, but at the
funds and carry forward operations
York and Arrive in Nassau. British
in
place, and slowly but sureaccording to “Collier’s.” "has same time will take courageous cog
in the $10 000 push to equip Com West Indies on the following Tues- U creeping UP on
leaders Rumo. been privileged to 'announce the nizance of vast changes and the Im
munity Building a meeting of the gen- j day at 8 a. m. The entire day will be ^’l5
t*lat there Is a dark horse in polices which would determine the perative needs evolved by these
Administration's
plans.”! changes.” The President “holds to
eral committee including all workers spent in this delightful island and l*’s stab'c. one that will give the present
his faith in N.RA. fundamentals.'
is called for Friday afternoon, Dec. that evening the ship will sail for present leaders something to think March 3 1933 he set forth exactly
about. No one's berth is certain and
broad outUnes of the or)glna, Mr. Creel writes, and adds that “the
Havana,
the
gay
capitol
of
Cuba.
4, at 2 o'clock at the Chamber of
abolition of child labor and sweat
Here the winners will spend two full thc old saying. “Uneasy lies the head New Dea, ,awj and in
Commerce rooms.
days and two nights allowing ample that wears the crown, is most fitting. 1935, he foretold the laws enacted shops, together with establishment of
The charter of the Community and 1 time to visit the cabarets and all I
standards for minimum wage and
standing of contestants to noon . durjng ^g
sessiOn Of Congress.
School
Improvement
Association the historic points of the city. De of Pec. 2 is listed below:
Looking ahead with the President as maximum working hours are still
Francis Havener Jr................. 11,703 his Administration begins its second Roosevelt objectives."
Inc., which bought and built Com parture from Havana comes on Fri
day afternoon and arrival in New Vivian Mullen ...................... 11.613
munity Park is still operative and
York on the following Monday morn- j Edna °re8orV ......................... 11563
the present organization will take
Arlene Havener ........................ 11513
over the charter of the dormant cor
The Britannic offers something to Charles Mitchell .................... 7,454»
poration. New officers and a board do every minute of the day with Leon White Jr........................... 5.449
of directors will be elected and all cruise directors to keep things hum- | ^alsy Gray
...................... 4 995
...................... 4.631 :
other members of the present asso ming so that there ls not a dull ]Vera Ames
ciates will become members of the moment on the entire trip. There are Carrie Breen
...................... 3.573
R. C. & S. I. Association.
movies, swimming pools, deck games Ellen Anderson ........................ 3.136
This will be the sole business of of all sorts and congenial cruise William Cross .......................... 3.121
Clayton McMahon ...... x.......... 1.750
the meeting but It is important in companions.
that active work on the major proj
Some two of the contestants are Vivian Foster .......................... 1,746
The contest stores sponsoring the :
ect of Community Pair will start the going to have the time of their lives
instant the elections are made. The as guests of the contest stores Pick Southern Winter Cruise Contest are:
Perry's Main St. Market.
big fair will be held Feb. 22-27 with out one of the youngsters and save
Perry's Park St. Market.
Alvra W. Oregory. veteran of many your votes for them by trading at
Fleece Lined
Gregory's.
First Quality All Rubber
past fairs as Honorary Chairman, contest stores through the Christmas
Glove Fitting Models
Johnston's Drug Store.
Parker F. Worrey as General Man season. Listed below, you will find
Strong 3-Snaps that hold
Crie Hardware Store.
ager and Edward R. Veazie as secre the names of the contest stores.
Sizes to fit everyone
Senter Crane Co.
tary.
Some are offering double vote
McLain
Shoe
Store.
All Tpyes of Heels
specials. Perry's Markets are offering
PUBLIC NOTICE
Cries Gift Shop.
double votes on the vegeatable. fruit
To Owners of Buildings Hereinafter
H. H. Crie Co.
Described
and pastry counters all this week.
In accordance with Section 36 of
Sea View Garage.
Chapter 26 of the Revised Statutes, you Johnston's Drug Store is giving away
for all the family
M. B. & C. O. Perry Coal and Wood *
are hereby notified that the delapldated two votes with every 25c purchase
wooden buildings located at Number 40
Yard.
Park Street, known as Old Grain Build in their gift department as well as on
Ocean View Ballroom.
ing; also at Number 61 Front Street, certain other drugs and sundries.
known as the Tibbetts Building, all ln
the City of Rockland, are claimed to be Crie s Hardware Stores are to have
dangerous and constitute a nuisance.
You are further notified that a public specials in their toy departments for
hearing will be had thereon, by the Christmas. Cries Gift Shop is offer
Municipal Officers of Rockland, at the
City Council Room In said Rockland, ing double votes on gifts and wall
First quality all rubber overshoes
on the seventh day of December. A. D. papers from now until Christmas.
Advertising In
1936, at seven o'clock ln the after noon,
Fleece lined—gives extra warmth
at which time and place you may ap Take advantage of these specials, get
pear and make objection If you see fit. your double votes and support some j
Strong snaps that hold firmly
why an order a! disposal of said build
THIS
Sizes to fit all children
ings should not be made.
contestant, your support will be ap
Dated at Rockland, this sixteenth day
preciated and you will enjoy the race.
of November. A. D. 1936.
PAPER
Leforest A. Thurston. Mayor
The contest will end at 10-30 p. in.
Lewis R. Cates.
on Dec. 24. The final counting will
John Bernet.
Maurice F Lovejoy,
Is a
take place in Perry's Market and the
Raymond C. Perry,
William J. Sullivan.
announcement of the winners will
Marcellus M. Condon
Good Investment
be made as soon as the counting can
310 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Harry A. Levenseler
Municipal Officers of the
be completed. Official score boards
City of Rockland.
139-Th-145 are maintained In Perry's Markets
TAKE OYER CHARTER

'A»

Will Sail On the Britannic January 16 For Nassau
and Havana

OVERSHOES

FOR WOMEN

98c

Gay Tee Overshoes
$1.50 to $5.00

CHILDREN’S OVERSHOES

98c

BLACKINGTON’S

'A* MJ MJ M

“You could have

knocked me over with
a feather!”
That's how one man felt. He'd
been staying away . . . dodging us
as though the place were quaran
tined and then he dropped in and
saw our prices.

"Why” he said, "I feel as cheap as
the prices . . . here I’ve been put
ting off buying a suit for fear I
couldn't afford it and now I find
that I can buy both a suit and an
overcoat."
Our prices on the fine apparel you
like ta wear may pleasantly sur
prise you, too.

It's nJver too late to slop mending
... an old suit

Gregory
Suits and Overcoats
$20 to $45*
Here's a suggestion for Christmas

Clip-Shave Electric Razor

$10.00
Packard Lektro Shaver

$15.00
Both thc best at the price

GREGORYS
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
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,very-Other-Day

Thc date of the next boxing show
at the Tillson Avenue Stadium is Dec
11. Pans are asked to note the cor
rection.

1934

e
6
13
20
27

VALUES
J

k

MORTON HOUSE

FOSS

DATE PUDDINGS,

can 10c

PERRY’S COFFEE,

2 lbs 37c

PURE MELLOWED

VANILLA

LGE 42 OZ. j H
PKG

*•C

3 MINUTE OAT FLAKES,

2021,0123c

DEL MONTE SPINACH

2 “T 27c

MARY WASHINGTON

FREE RECIPES

LGE
PKG

STAR WASHING POWDER

JELLIES,

15c

lb can 25c

LA TOURAINE COFFEE,
Mott's Assorted

OOp
4d UV

TALL
CAN

DEL MONTE ASPARAGUS,

WITH EVERY PACKAGE

Domestic

ALL BRAN,
Measuring Cup Free
Post Toasties

rt

CORN FLAKES » Snider's
Soups,
3 pkgs 20c

FIG BARS

can
EACH

VIGOROUS
HEALTH FOR
ALL THE FAMILY

SILVER CLOUD

'HO'

AMMONIA
Quart Bottle

'i 1

NONE SUCH

BLEACH

MINCEMEAT, pkg

MARTINI

25 oz bottle

BUTTER WAFERS

BOTTLE OF EACH

2 pkgs 25c

-

Soup Mixture,

pkgl fl p

25*

Makes 14 Bowls; Try It

Trial Krisp.v Crackers Free

DEMONSTRATION' SALE

VEAL HAMBURG STEAK,
GOOD CUBE STEAK,
SMALL SIRLOIN STEAK,
SWIFT'S CLOVER
ARMOUR'S BANQUET BACON,

rihwi

lb.

SOAP

CHIPS

2 FELS-NAPTHArtr
SOAP
/JO
2 med. pkg CHIPS4*

lb 20c

LEAN POT ROAST,

Ask about Free Premium Offer

Boneless

Chuck Roast,

lb 14c Veal Roast,

Boneless

lb 20c

Fresh Ground

lb 25c

Rib Roast,

lb 15c

Hamburg,

Ib 22c

LEAN PORK ROAST,
Stewing Beef,
lb 19c Pork Chops,
Stewing Lamb,
lb 15c Native
Pig’s Liver,
2 lbs 25c Pork Steak,

FRESH SHOULDERS,

MINCED HAM,
FRANKFORTS,

lb

2gc

lb 35c

lb 20c

2 “s 29c

SHORT SHANK

LEAN SMOKED SHOULDERS lb

19c

EXTRA SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE CONTEST VOTES

Double votes with each
25c purchase or over at
our Fruit, Vegetable or
Pastry Departments
At Both Markets
Remember, Contest Closes
Dee 24
Only 19 Shopping Days To Assist
Your Favorite Contestant

FRESH CUT FLOUNDER

Fillets,

2 lbs 29c

FRESH

FANCY TOKAY GRAPES,
3 lbs 25c
Cod Steak
Ib 10c
FANCY FLORIDA ORANGES, doz 23c
FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS
RED ROSE OLEO,
2 lbs 33c PENOBSCOT BAY
Scallops
pt 29c
*
| Sugar Creek Ask for it by name
Native
lb 7 P BUTTER,
lb pkg 38c
'CABBAGE
Ja V I fhurned from pure wholesome Swordfish, lb 25c
| pasteurized cream.

lb

TURNIP,

FREE
PARKING
PARK ST.
MARKET

Sliced to Fry or Boil

MAIN ST.
EVERYTHING TO

PARK ST.

EAT*

The removal of the two unoccupied
buildings adjoining the entrance to
1 the Public Landing is being sought,
and would certainly make a decided
I improvement in that locality.

BURPEE'S
Morticians

361-365 MAIN ST.

NOW IS THE TIME!

Water and Drain Pipes
Renewed
Cesspools
and Septic Tanks
The Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer picto
Cellars
Repaired,
White
rial exhibit of various phases of their
washed
production of "Romeo and Juliet" i
which has been sponsored at the High
Cement Work
School by Mr. Levensalcr's theatre
class, may be seen at thc Public ,
Library Thursday and Friday. There TEL. 1187-R,
is no admission charge.
J

S. E. EATON

TELS. 430 AND 781-1
ROCKLAND.

119-tf

Austin Huntley shot a 130-pound
buck and his son Herbert Huntley a
153-pound doe on the last day of the
hunting season in..the vicinity of
Lincolnville.

|
j

County's valuation is $20,330,655, and
Lincoln County's is $12,233,706

Members of the American Legion
Raymond E. Thurston and Miss
Auxiliary are requested to contribute
articles for the Christmas sale to be Carrie Fields, both of Rockland)
owner and operator respectively of
held Saturday in Legion hall.
an automobile which collided witli
At next Monday night's meeting of that in which Louis and Solomon
the Parent-Teacher Association the Slotsky of Portland were riding at
speaker will be Prof. E. J. Bogan of Yarmouth last June 27. were named
U. pf M . whose topic will be "The defendants in damage suits totaling
$30,000 filed by the Slotskys in Su
Use of Leisure Time."
perior Court Tuesday. Louis Slotsky
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Many Rockland friends learned with alleges that he suffered fractures of!
regret yesterday of the death of Cal both jaws in the collision. Solomon
Approximately 600 hunting licenses
vin Austin, former president of the Slotsky alleges that cuts he suffered 1 were issued by City Clerk Keene this
will
leave
permanent
scars
on
his
Eastern Lines. He died during an
season, together with 175 combina
face.—Press Herald
attack of bronchial pneumonia.
tion licenses.
Tuesday was a very busy and pro
Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin was elected
Mrs. H. J. Lymburner of James
fitable day for Miriam Rebekah
treasurer of the Central Maine
street
was (knocked down by an auto
Fancy Native Fowl .............................................. lb .26
Lodge. A successful rummage sale
Wheaton Club at its recent organi
was -held under direction of Mrs. mobile near Rankin block yesterday.
Little Pig Pork Roast............................................ lb .23
zation meeting at the home of Mrs.
Rose Sawyer. A card party Was held No bones were broken but she will
This is the season to have a good pork roast.
E Farrington Abbott, in Auburn.
be
confined
to
the
house
several
days.
with Mrs. J. C. Cunningham as
............. lb .28
Jameson's Home Made Sausage
hostess. Those winning prizes were:
Rutii Mayhew Tent, DU.V. will
Gus Gennerich. President Roose- i
Margaret Bowler. Mrs. John Thomp
............. lb .30
Boneless Loin Beef Roast...........
meet Monday night. Dec. 7. Ail
son, Pauline Brewster. Mrs. Kay Mc velt’s Secret Service attendant, who I
members are urged to be present in
Intire. Mrs. Nellie Achorn, Mrs. Rose dropped dead at a ball in Buenos Aire.-, |
A new lot of Waldo Co. Potatoes peck .32; bu. 1.20
the afternoon as there will be work lawyer. The final party in the Tuesday night, accompanied the
You would do well to buy same of these potatoes at
on quilts. Housekeepers are Mrs. series of six will be held next Tues President on the latter's Rockland
this price
Priscilla Smith and Mrs. Lina Car- day afternoon with Mrs. Helen visit in July and sat with him in the
Superba Fancy Peaches................................ can .22
roll.
Paladino as hostess. The capital motor car which passed down Park
Three cans...................... 60; 6 cans................ 1.10
prize will also be awarded at this and Main streets and Tillson avenue. (
Sliced or halves.
The annual Senior play of Rock time. At 6:15 a fine supper was
land High School will be presented served to members and friends with
No. 2 Superba Tomatoes .... can .15: 6 cans .70
Last year Winslow-Holbrook Post,
Dec. 10-11 in the school auditorium Miss Therese Smith. Mrs. Ida Smith
Baxter s Corn on tne Cob............................ can
in the form of Booth Tarkington's and Mrs. G. W. Wiggin as the com A L.. distributed 325 baskets of food
rollicking comedy "Tweedles," and mittee. The lodge meeting was held as the result of the Donation Day re
Supvrba 2 oz. Pure Extracts....................... bottle
.20
coached by Miss Dorothy Parker of at which time the degree was con ceipts at Strand Theatre. The de
My dear wife thinks they are as good as she ever used.
the High School faculty. An excel ferred on Miss Susan Spear, Mrs. mands will be no less this year, and
Canned Salmon .......................................... 2 cans
.25
lent cast has worked' faithfully on Mildred Sprague, Roy Mank and
the Legionnaires hope to maintain
For your poor hungry cat.
the production which will certainly Augustus B. Huntley, in an impres
conform to the high standards set sive manner. A short program con the fast pace which they set some
.50
Baxter’s Baked Beans........... can .18; 3 cans
by the seniors of other years.
sisted of readings by Mrs. Nettie years ago. The merchants, retail and
Ramsdell’s Canned Fish Food for the same cat
Stewart and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton; wholesale, have tsccn exceedingly
They want a change of food the same as your man does.
Miss Maybelle H. Brown of Water remarks by Mrs. Belle Lewis and kind, and the word "nay" has not yet
Made especially fo reals.
can .10
ville, president of the Maine Federa other visiting members. The lodge been heard. It is hoped to have three
Don’t forget to order a box of Famous Choco
tion of Women's Clubs, is calling a fund was increased satisfactorily.
picture performances, as was done
two-days' meeting for Jan. 28 and 29
lates
.35; and a box of Peppermint Patties .25
last year. The title of the picture
at the State House, Augusta. Tliis
will be announced as soon as Man
Baxter
’
s
Baked
Beans........... can .18; 3 cans
.50
BORN
| will mark the first time the January
ager Dondis makes it known to the
MESERVEYAt
Appleton,
DVc
1.
to
Strictly
Fresh
Good
Sized
Pullet
Eggs
......
doz
.38
| convention has been of two days'
Mr and Mrs. Alonzc Meservey, a committee. This Donation Day is
daughter.
duration. This year's program will
Winslow-Holbrook Past's major civic
| open at 2 30. No election will be
activity. Helpemout.
MARRIED
I held at this time. The district dl- WEBSTER-PETTINGILL — At Warren,
I rectors' banquet, the social highlight
Nov. 29. by Rev. H. I. Holt, Robert A.
Dolls dressed. Toys repaired. Tel.
Webster and Miss Ada L. Pettingill,
i of the convention, will be held that
424-M. 81 Broadway.
145*146
both of Rockland.
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL 17
! evening. After the banquet it is WTNCHENBACH-KALER—At Waldoboro.
Nov. 26. Adelbert Winchenbach and
! planned to present a play under the
Miss Althea .Kaler of West Waldoboro.
] direction of Mrs. Arthur Buckner of
Waterville, corresponding secretary.
DIED
The following morning will be devot HEWETT—At Rockland. Dec 1. Emily,
widow of Sewell W. Hewett, aged 88
ed to a legislative open forum. The
TO JEW
years. 3 months. 22 days, strictly
private funeral today at 2 o'clock
meetings will be held in the Hall of
from residence at Highlands.
Representatives.
GOING—At East Union. Dec 1. Anne E

JAMESON’S SPECIALS

J. A. JAMESON CO.

.wJvrTlii

|

Ambulance Service

f

Do you usually do your Christmas Shopping the week before Christmas?
Take our advice—don’t let it go this year!

Scott Coburn of Warren was a
Claremont Commandery, K T.,
visitor
in the city Tuesday, his active
holds its annual conclave Monday
night, when officers will be elected. and erect bearing giving no hint cf
the fact that he is drawing nigh to
A chicken pie supper, in place of 1
Mth birthday. And certainly
the annual fair will be served at thc there was no hint of such
Universalist vestry Wednesday Dec. ^’s somewhat gleeful statement that
lie was about to begin the manufac
9 from 5 30 to 7.
ture of eight cords of wood.

WASH ALL

.1.

SUNSHINE

4 5
II 12
18 19
25 26
• •

Mild this morning and a warm rain
The funeral of Henry L. Delano of
had dissolved the ice which made | Medfield, Mass , who died Nov. 26.
such precarious traveling for motor were held Saturday from Cushing's
ists. Nearly the last vestige of snow I undertaking parlors in Thomaston,
had disappeared, and the near zero Mrs. Mae B. Schwab, sister of the
weather was for the moment forgot- deceased, who accompanied the body,
ten. A toot on the tooter (10 toot. has returned to Quincy, Mass.
to be exact) informed hundreds of
------disappointed children that there | If the United States now fails to
ally itself with other world democra
would be no school.
cies and thus doom to defeat threat
Opportunity Class meets at the I ering isms, will its course of neutrali
ty be, as claimed, equivalent to na
Baptist Church tonight at 7.30.
tional suicide? Educational Club dis
The Penobscot Officers' Club meets cussion, for psychology, "What is
at the Camden Hills Camp. Buffet Personality—and how can we imp-ove
ours?"
lunch will be served tonight.

Sardines, can|H.
Bulk Rice 1 lb
Wax Paper

Kt Hogg's

3
IO
17
24
31

THE WEATHER

Macaroni pkg

10 OZ
JAR

2
9
16
23
30

FIVE FLOORS OF GIFTS

Mrs. Raymond Anderson and Mrs.
Theodore W. Sylvester went yesterday
to Bangor as delegates to the Maine
State Grange from Pleasant Valley
Grange.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 4 — Warren — Charter Members’
Night at Ivy Chapter, OE.S.
HELP HOSMER S
Dec. 6—Annual Memorial service at i
the Elks Home.
Dec. 7—Thomaston—Oen Knox Chap
Dead Line Three Weeks
ter. D A R. meets with Mrs. Ruth R.
Brackett.
Carpenters
urgently needed
Dec. 10 — Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
Ass’n meeting at High School assembly
this week to finish lodge ex
hall.
terior so that staining can be
Dec. 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles.’’ at High School Auditorium.
finished. Won’t you add your
Dec. 11—Warren—High School inter'teip Sunday. Take tools. The
class play contest at Town hall.
Dec. 11—Camden—Senior play, "Along
Camden Outing Club's plant
Came Peggy’” at Opera House
Dec. 11—Methebesec Club meets with
must be rushed to completion
Mrs. Aura Nelson.
before the Christmas holidays «o
Dec
13—American Legion’s annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
that publicity ran go out wide
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass’n meets at Warren Congregational
spread to invite winter sport
Church.
Dec. 15—Camden—Gift ball at Opera i crowds '.o Penobscot Bay.
House, auspices Outing Club.
Dec. 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men’s League.
Dec. 17—Rockport—Senior class play,
Rockland's valuation, according to
"Mama's Baby Boy."
the State Board of Equalization is
Dec. 21—Forefathers’ Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
$6,508,152. The State's valuation is
Dec. 31—New Year’s Ball at Communi
ty Suf’.dins auditorium.
$661 209.912, or about $2,000,000 less
Feb. 22-27—Community Food Fair ln
I than it was two years ago. Knox
the new auditorium.

2 ™ 29c

FRIENDS BAKED BEANS,

1
8
15
22
29

TALK OF THE TOWN

PHONE 1234

PARK STREET DELIVERY SERVICE

•
7
J*
21
28

O. B. Brown of the Central Fire
Department has moved into tlie
Glover threc-tenement on Limerock
stieet.

ROCKLAND, ME.
137’lt

The telephone has been installed
at residence of Jesse Moody, Sign
Fainter,—424-M.
1455 lt
Sarah Linnells Christmas Gifts at
Copper Kettle, lovely slips, good look
ing bags and scarfs. They're “the
tops" at comfortable prices.
145-146

Going, aged 84 years. Funeral Fri
day at 1 o’clock from residence.
GORDON—At Rockland. Dec. 2. Bertha,
wife of Maurice Gordon. Funeral tills
afternoon Burial ln Jewish cemetery,
Owls Head.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all who sent
flowers and helped In any way ln our
recent bereavement, especially the North
End Workmen and Bert Smith; also the
nurses at Knox Hospital.
Evelyn and Edward Petrie and
families.
*

HARD TO BELIEVE

It is actually hard to believe that such quick and

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 682
• CLAREMONT ST„ ROCKLAND
98tf

interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
frequently received to one advertisement.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, December
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Every-Other-Day
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versed at the generator. Have this (< •
LINCOLNVILLE
cheeked up immediately.
Mm. Elisabeth Mathews has r«- I
Q Although the brake drums on J
J
turned
her position as cook at thc
my car are supposed to be the kind j
’Valdo County Hospital following a
that cannot warp it has been neces- j
5
6
4
7
8
2
3
9
10
II
1
visit In Rhode Island and New York
sary to have them trued up several
— And The —
times. Each time I have also had the
Miss Velma IBasford is receiving
12.
shoes relined, although the only time ,
treitment for an infected hand at
this really seemed necessary was j
the Camden Community Hospital.
IM
when the job was first done. D. V.
IS
16
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ passed thc
Points of Personal In
A. Apparently this owner went ,
holiday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rea
Peirce
—
Others who are planning to install
Agriculture
terest to Every Motorist
too far before having the first relin
17
18
19
at tne Beach.
—by—
Miss Esther L. Dunham has started flues this year are: L. E. Carney,
ing. Rivets from the worn lining
W
Miss Louise Eugley of Gorham
cut into the drums. Necessitating ; her work as home demonstration Sheepscot and Harold Hardwick,
Frederick C. Russell
21
20
22
23
Normal School was a visitor Thanks
a National Motor Authority
having them cut to compensate for agent in Knox and Lincoln counties Boothbay.
w
W
• • • •
giving Day at the home of her par
the warpage. After that the drums j She replaces iMiss Jessie Lawrence
(copyrighted)
zy
24
26
Farm inventory books are now ents. Mr. and Mrs I. O. Eugley.
were too thin. If drums are not of j who becomes home demonstration
w
Mr and Mrs. Willard Pendleton
heavy stock they will warp more I agent in Aroostook County. Miss available at the Farm Bureau office.
Z7 28
29
easily. Had these drums not been ■ Dunham will atter.i planning meet- Anyone desiring one should write j entertuined last Thursday at a family
w
County
Agent
Wentworth.
dinner
party.
16
being
present.
overtaxed in the first place they ings in December,
30
31
, ,
,
Erwin Heal of U. of M passed the
i would not have warped.
Poultry
accounts
which
have
been
J. Carlton Adams of Boothbay. who
holiday at home.
Q Is there any general rule a
i 33
32.
34
closed show that the labor income
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Anderson
As usual a great many people s t provides not only better traction for motorist can follow when consider- has been practicing pasture improve- this year will be fully as good as that
W
u...
rnd daughter Patricia of Province36
motoring continues to be dreamlined power and braking, but for steering. ing the need for having the cylinders ment work during the past few years of last year.
37
with good results started this past
rebored
G.
W.
town.
Mass.,
were
guests
last
ThursW
t*
a
t»ii t 1
It is always important in slippery
A. If the cylinders are scored year on better quality roughage. He
irvs s
" es
I weather to make certain that the car
The schedule of meetings for this ( day of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Calder•
39
MO
41
Your service man. if well posted.
going to follow the direction of the naturally they should be enlarged A cuts his hay early In June and is now month follows: Planning Meetings: I wood.
w
can tell whether or not you have j front wheels. Obviously It is only deeply cut cylinder wall sometimes feeding that hay. He finds that he is Dec. 4. Rockland, at Farm Bureau
02
Miss Marion Young of Farming44
43
feeding less grain than in other years hall; Dec. 5. Nobleboro, at Church
been stepping on the gas too freely, fifty percent effective to reduce can be filled. If the cylinders are
ton Normal School visited at her
worn or out of round more than and getting very- good returns from vestry: Dec. 8. Boothbay. at Grange home here during the recent recess,
M5*
Some of these days probably the pressure in the rear tires alone.
.003'' they should be enlarged by I his cows,
hall; Dec. 9. Edgecomb. Grange hall; I Mr arKj ^jrs Leland Nickerson are
Hold Tight After Blowout
police will also oe able to look at
grinding, reaming, boring, honing or j
Dec. 10. North Edgecomb. Church ^trending State Orange ln Bangor
your tires and tell you just how
In a previous article I stressed the lapping Grinding is the most com- J Oscar (Wyman, assistant crop
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
vestry; Dec. 11. Whitefield. Grange
you've been behaving yourself as a point that the main thing to re monly employed method.
36- Short gaiters
15- Graded
1-Manifestatlon
specialist of the University of Maine. hall; Dec. 12, Aina. 'Bethel; Dec. 15,
16- Forest in “As You
37- Flying mammal
12- lnactive
Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hall are ln
driver. Meanwhile don't be misled
Extension Service, reports that some Jefferson, at Ccmmunity hall; Dec.
member when a tire blows out is to
13- Goes on horseback
38- A compass point
Like It"
Corinna
where
they
will
pass
the
into thinking that heel and toe wear
remarkable figures were obtained the lg Appkton at .Orange hall; Dec. (
---“k/---- w
(abbr.)
19-Milltary assistant*
14- A thoroughfare
DEER
ISLE
avoid
over-steering.
Now
I
want
to
on the front tire treads (that
i past year in connection with better 17 We,. Roc.k))ort. at .Henry Kellers ;
*‘th thelr daughWr' Mrs
?1-Girls attending
(abbr.)
39- Ponds
41-Preposition
male college
Georgia Morang.
peculiar cupped wear) necessarily is amplify this by suggesting what
15- A bird
Mrs. Vida Sylvester is keeping I quality roughage demonstrations
Dec.
1&.
Washington,
at
'Herbert
12-The garden-dormouse 23- Gallops with a steady
16- lndefinite article
evidence of some faulty condition of should be done to keep the car to a hous^ for her father. George Brown j conducted in the State. These
George
Stewart
of
New
York,
ac

swinging motion
43-Command
17- Marsh
alignment. The latest survey of safe course until it can be brought of Eagle during the absence of Mr. figures will be presented at a series Cunningham's; Dec. 22, (Warren; companied by his mother. Mrs Liz
24- Goes with a hastened
45-Clevernese
18- Loaded
Dec.
23.
Waldoboro.
’
Philip
Lee's;
tires shows that such wear is more ,
8 standstill. The trick is to take and Mrs. Earl S. Brown.
jogging pace
19- Part of a circle
, of meetings which County Agent
Dec. 29. Union at I.O.OF. hall; Dec. zie Stewart of Lowell, Mass., was in
25- lt is (contr.)
VERTICAL
20- Railroad (abbr.)
likely to indicate high speed driving. 8
grip on the steering wheel so
Misses Ruby Sylvester and Shirley Wentworth is planning to hold dur- 30. Damariscotta at Community town recently. They have bought
26- Full of moisture
22- Territory (abbr.)
or excessive use of the brakes. They. i^at tl* oar
continue going Eaton and George Sylvester were ing December
The December
the home formerly owned by Arthur
28- Excite
23- Fashionable seaside 1- Deprived ef voting
can eliminate the matter of the i straight ahead, in spite of its desire holiday guests qf relatives at Eagle schedule of meetings is now being House; Dec. 31, Bunker Hill, at Mahoney.
privilege
29- Goes swiftly
resort of Italy
Grange
hall.
brakes by looking for evidence of ,
starve in the direction of the and Spruce Head Island.
31-Ancient business
24- Carried (Colloq.)
2- Penetrate
I prepared by the extension agents.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Heald were
’
Afternoon
meetings.
quarter of Venice
3- Myself
26-Chief of the gods
fiat tire. The best way to hold the
lining wear and warped drums.
Miss Olive Pickering was 93 years These meetings will be held in all
hosts at Thanksgiving dinner to a
33- Footprint of a wild
4- Raw metal
(Norse Myth.)
wheel firmly is to WTap your arm
organized
communities
of
the
county
family party consisting of Earl
old Tuesday Miss Pickering who
animal (S. Afr.)
5- Niton (abbr.)
Consider This In Starting
27- One of the sea[ around it. allowing your body to rest
• • • »
34— Tropical fruit (pi-)
nymphs (Gr. Myth.) 6- Exchanged
Young and sisters Laura and Jessie.
If the engine has not been started against the wheel as a further means makes her home with her nephew
36-lnflamed place on
7- Large stream
29- Trust
Now is a good time to check up on
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dickey and fami
Dudley L. Sellers, is alert and active.
8- Seaport of Arabia
the ekin
30- Lumps of clay
for some time there is a possibility of holding It. Meanwhile experiment
ly and Cyrus Young of Belfast.
Harold Black is very ill at Miami some of the men who have installed
39- Fondle
9- Half a score
31- Grades
that its refusr.l to go into action is a little with the brakes, making su?e
ventilating
systems
in
their
poultry
40- Eagle
The farm owned by Frank Dickey
32- Head covering (pl.LIO-Exists
The latest report is that he is im
33- A title
jl1-Materials that offer 42- Sixty
due to the carburetor float being that you have steering under control proving.
houses. Are their houses dry' and are
has been sold to John Holmberg of
43- Bone (Let.)
34- District Court(abbr-)
resistance to
stuck. This float mechanism gets rusty first. This is the way It is done on
Sheldon Eaton who is employed in they well ventilated? Poultrymen
35- Pronoun
I
electricity
44- Preflx. From
like any other working part when it the proving grounds where made-to
who
have
installed
flue
ventilators
Hyde Park. Mass., spent Thanksgiv
ts allowed to lapse into disuse. The order blowouts are produced safely
(Solution to previous puzzle)
ing with his parents Mr. and Mrs. j this year are: Winslow Robinson, St
Fifty Golden Yean
result is that when the engine calls UP
speeds in excess of a mile-aGeorge;
Maynard
Kinney.
Thomas

P J. Eaton. Other guests were Mr
ORFFS CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. William Pendleton
for a large supply of fuel the float j minute.
ton; Foster Jameson, Waldoboro;
and Mrs. Clifford Eaton and family
celebrated their 50th wedding anni
may stick at the high position and
Three Hints For Winter
Mr. and Mrs Fred Bohn and chil
of Stonington. Mrs. Annie Eaton of j and Lincoln Hodgkins. Jefferson.
... ice
versary Friday night at Tranquility dren of South Thomaston were (
.shut, off
_ the flow of fuel to the
If the street is spotted. with
North Deer Isle and Mrs Josephine.
bowl. There is good reason to susGrange hall and the large circle of guests Sunda*' of Mr. and Mrs My
ir ......
__ 1.H awhile, raise
.
there Is more chance of a skid than , Pifield of Brewer.
pect this if
you crank
Miss Geraldine Stoddard a teach
friends who filled the hall even to ron Hutchins.
the hood and fail to see or smell any if the surface were glare ice. Thus
Mr and Mrs. W A Jackson visited
er in Farmington Normal School was
standing room bespoke the high re
evidences of flooding. Usually if the Is due to the fact that all four tires
•
■
--—
—
■■
Thanksgiving
Day with Mr and Mrs.
guest
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
George
L.
1
carburetor bowl is struck lightly I do not have the same traction, or the
gard in which Mr. and Mrs. Pendle
Alton Prock at Winslow- Mills.
Bech over the holiday.
things are returned to normal again, same lack of it. The effect is the
ton are held by the people of the
Frank Milan R.FD. carrier is en-'
Mrs Mabelle Porter and Miss GerFor That Showroom Look
same as if one or two brakes were joying a vacation. George Arm-!
town, the church and the Grange
aldyn Porter were Rockland visitors
When the body of the car fails to not equalized.
H A Miller and Mrs. Elsie Nicker Friday.
strong is his substitute.
take what you think is a bright wax11 wU1 help you in gettlng
Miss Flora Colby is in Boston to
son acted as ushers and Hon. J. 6
Mr and • Mrs. Myron Hutchins en- i
ing the reason is usually found in away from a parking space' assuming spend the winter.
Mullen was master of ceremonies.
tertained
Mrs Hutchins' sister and
failure to clean the surface thorough- ,that the streel
sUppery and the
Clyde Smith is home from a Port- i
family
from
Lynn Mass , over the
The
happy
couple
were
led
to
the
'
ly in favor of usingabrasive cleans- tires are not chain-equipped, if you land hospital.
head of the hall to the strains of a , weekend.
ers as they do have a tendency to re- wiU remember to leave .the ear as
Charlena Weed was home from
wedding inarch played by Mrs. Emily
Edwin G. Mank of East Waldoboro
move lacquer and certainly plav close 10 the curb “ possible Often Bangor Business College and George j
Johnson. An informal reception and ! visited Calvin Elwell Saturday,
havoc with stripes Preferable are 8 start can be had by having the L. Bech from Hebron Academy for
program were prepared for the oc- J Mrs NeUie
refurncd
cleaners which roly upon chemical , Sldc °f the tire
agalnst
I the holiday.
casion. Mrs. Pendleton received a Saturday from a threc.week£ vtsl,
action to get rid of the film. tar. ! curblngRev. and Mrs Ralph A White i
bouquet of bride's roses presented by 1 jn barren
In slippery weather it is a good
road oil and spots which mar the
spent Thanksgiving in New Haven
Miss Freda Johnson who accompani
plan
to
start
in
second
gear,
but
[finish. It is not enough to go over
Conn.
ed the gift with a choice poem. At
Maurle# ^onard of Rockland, NO Bruakinf — Recommended By Deatiats
the body once with such cleanere. If avoid this gear for acceleration Low
Approved By Good Housekeeping Bureau
the conclusion of the program. Hon |
the hollday wlth ^‘P*1 Jack’
Just drop a little Stera-Kleen powder In
Ithe finish has been neglected for | k t0° P°werful a gear for Parting
a
Klaaa of water. I^eave your falae teeth or
J S. Mullen, in behalf of the Grange son'
HOPE
bridges in it while you dresser overnight.
some time, go over it at least twice. I where tractlon
at low ebb' and j
No
need to brush. Simply rinae and your
and assembled friends, presented I Calvin Elwell and Thomas Bragg
I After a thorough cleaning and high gear U sufficiently powerful to
Mr and Mrs Herbert Hardy en- ‘
Platea are frosh and clean—clean where the
them
with
a
beautiful
studio
couch.
!
eac
^
®^
ot
8
deer
lh
*®
week
Other
brush can’t reach.
waxing it should not be necessary to give the rear wheels all the ac- tertained 28 at a family dinner
Stera-Kleen removes blackest stains, tar
to which gift the recipients gracious- j lucky hunters this season are Edtar. film and tarnish. Ends bad taute and
' clean again, if plenty of wax is kept celeration they can stand,
Thanksgiving Day. Those present
ly responded. Two original poems ward Reed Jr., Carlton Jackson, and smell. Makes dull teeth look like new —
besides Mi-, and Mrs. Hardy and,
smooth, cool — comfortable. The discovery
or the surface. Ordinary dirt can be
Idling Not Needed Now
written by Mr. Mullen formed a Bert Hoch.
of Dr. L. W. Sherwin. eminent dentist. Ap
taken off with water and a chamois, j This is the season of year to re- family were Mrs. Etta Fernald. W. F. j
proved by Good Housekeeping. Ask your
pleasing feature of the entertain
Mr and Mrs. Albert Elwell were in druggist
for Stera-Kleen today. Money back
“Mcchanic Joe Spea,king"
: member that where an engine is Packard. Mr and Mrs. Austin Ran
ment.
Rockland Saturday to attend the If you are not delighted. £ 1936. P. 4 B. Co.
kin and family. Mr. and Mrs. William
A few hours were passed in danc- I funeral services for Lewis D. Petrie.
"Strange as it may seem, owners equipped with an automatic choking Packard and family, Mr. and Mrs 1
lng, after which Ice cream, cake, and
are saving themselves a lot of money system it is unnecessary to allow Eric Ingraham and son. Mr. and Mrs '
“Clothing Accessories” was the sub
WINTER SCHEDULE
by trying to do fewer mechanical |
1936—1937
Jane Withers entertains Slim 'ummcrville and Claude Gillingwater with cookies were served by the hosts to ject of the Farm Bureau meeting
the
engine
to
idle
awhile
before
us

Cloyd
Packard
of
Camden,
and
Mr
| jobs on their cars. I know no better
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
A handsome wedding held Friday at the Community House
and Mrs. Harold Hardy and family of ! an accordion solo with vocal interpolations in “Ginger" Jane's new triumph, 175 guests.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
cake with gold leaf decorations given in charge of Mrs. Lizzie Hoch An
illustration of this than the situa- ing. In fact, such procedure will
SERVICE TO
“Can This Be Dixie?"—adv
Lincolnville.
tion with the fan belt where condl- ,cause the engine to load up, resulting
by thelr daughter. Mrs. Louise Brown interesting display of accessories was VINALHAVEN. NO. HAVEN, STONING
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A
Dunton
spent
TON,
ISLE
AU HAUT, SWAN'S
’tions have improved materially since (excessive dilution of the crank
of Camden, was generously distrlbut- shown and many patterns cut for the
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Thanksgiving with John Dunton in I
owners stopped fussing with this case oil and carbonizing of the cyl
ed. Many other choice gifts were mai^g Of ^me There were 14 wont- Head Down
Read Up
inders. Modem choking systems are York.
*. M
P. M.
part of the engines anatomy.
received including a purse of money en present
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alden
Allen
had
as
’
J.30
Lv
SWAN'S
ISLAND
......
......
Ar 6 80
Program numbers were varied and
: "Before the use of V-ibelts and designed to provide the engine with
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
Lv 4.40
holiday guests Mrs. Carrie Drake and
1.3(1 Lv North Haven ............................ Lv 3.30
double belts owners were forever try immediate starting as well as imamusing. Mr. Mullen and Mrs. May
Call in and let us show you our beautiful
S.I5 I.V VINALHAVEN
...
L> 2.4S
ing to tighten up the belt whenever ( mediate use. I do not mean that you Miss Grace Drake of Camden.
Scruton in their examination of the
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ..................... Lv 1.30
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr
and
Mrs
Elmer
True
and
fam

Subject to chance without notice
the engine ran hot. This cramped should start pff as if everything were
line of
family Bible caused much hilarity.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
the fan bearing, actually made the I'n condition for hard going, but ily were guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. P.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S Knight gave a
Mr. and Mrs Edward Reea. chil
STEAMBOAT CO
True for Thanksgiving
Rockland. Me.
fan slow’ down and raised hob with merely that you should consider that
clever skit based on the arrival of dren Robert Edward and June of Telephone 402
Mr and Mrs. William Thurlow and
137-tf
the belt itself. While it is true that the choke will provide the necessary
thetr son, (Clifford and daughter, Washington. Mr. Matson and son of
thc newer belts are less troublesome mixture for going through the gears family of Lincolnville spent last
Louise, this act winning hearty ap Warren passed Thanksgiving Day at
the engineers themselves will have and running normally in high. To I Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
plause. The (Johnson family had John Matson's.
to admit that we have less trouble delay will simply upset the choking mond Ludwig.
prominent parts also. Lynwood Cilley
Russell Havener returned Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. C. Kendall Hopkins j
with them because owners assume plan, as you may have noticed when
and Mrs. Helen Harvey as soloists
from
Rockland where he spent sev
were
visitors
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
they do not need such frequent running a block or so, stopping the
made a great hit. A stage dance
No finer cards are offered anywhere at
eral days with his sister, Mrs. Nelson
Mrs.
Clifton
Robbins
for
Thanksgiv

engine
and
then
trying
to
restart
it.
tightening and thus leave them
was an added attraction with music
Sabien.
ing.
alone."
by a local orchestra.
Owners Ask Some Questions
these
prices
Mr. and Mrs. E. N Hobbs and fam
Charles Jameson is confined to the
Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton are deeply
Soft Tires For Safety
] Q. I have been troubled lately tly were holiday guests of Henry Payhouse
by illness.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
appreciative of the good-will of
With icy streets in prospect I think with having the headlights of my car son in Rockland.
Miss Beatrice Benner was a holi
friends who arranged this Joyous
it is timely to remind drivers of the grow dim whenever the engine speeds
Hunters fortunate enough to get!
day visitor in Rockland.
festivity.
skid protection in reducing tire pres- I up. This is just the reverse of deer recently include Frank Morse !
Mrs. C. L. Fales and Mrs Olive
suies. A hard tire allows less tread i trouble I had with a previous car. Willard Wentworth. Arthur Ludwig
Orne attended funeral services Fri
to come into contact with the road | There doesn't seem to be any looseSOUTH
WALDOBORO
Alton Pease, Burton Hall and Eph
day for Abdon Spear in Warren.
surface. and in addition it encourages I ness in the wiring connections, and raim Baird.
Miss Madeline Miller was home
Mrs.
T.
H.
Fernald
recently
spent
the wheel to bounce. A soft tire, on j the battery is apparently all right,
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
a few days in Woolwich and Bath from Thomaston for the holiday
the contrary, dips into holes and , What would you suggest? L. D. S.
smart
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock
weekend.
where she visited friends.
climbs over the humps in a way that
A. The wires are probably re- NORTH WASHINGTON
folder style . . . made to order.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Miller motored
Alfred
Standish,
Sr
passed
the
The first snow fall of the season
holiday and remainder of the week Friday to North Bangor where they
arrived Saturday night. Four inches
50 of one design,
$1.00
FLORIDA
with his parents in Middleboro. visited for a few days at the home of
fell, making the roads slippery and
Roger Smith, Mr. Miller spending
Mass
50 assorted, 4 designs,
$1.25
dangerous.
the
time hunting and returning Sun
Mrs F. L. Pitcher has been visiting
Maurice Lenfest. son Paul and two
day with a deer.
a
week
with
her
daughter
Barbara
in
friends from Wakefield, Mass., visited j
With envelopes to match, and including
Albert Hussey is making hls home
Boston.
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs I
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in every way.
your name on each card
James Chadwick of Cushing was a for the winter with his daughter in!
M. W Lenfest.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Port Clyde.
caller Sunday in this section.
w hich surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Miss Gertrude Prescott recently re
Snow fences have been erected,
The remains of C. Douglas Ander
turned from Waterville where she (
We do not send samples by mail
thus eliminating much shoveling. son of Port Clyde were brought here j
| has had employment.
June In
Booklet
They will aid in keeping the road for burial in the Hussey cemetery
Miss Maud Turner was guest
October
Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and Mrs.1
open for traffic.
on
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose of Teel's
AND UP
Now is the time to buy while the stock is
Hotel
Application
Mrs. Edna Turner and Mrs. Sybil Island spent Thanksgiving at Frank
F. W. Cunningham.
Your Old Range Taken to
Maselynn
Exchange
Winchenbach attended Tuesday the Miller's.
William Lenfest and sister, Miss I
Stamfora
complete
Baptist
Aid
meeting
at
Mrs.
Howard
Bertha
Lenfest
of
Bath,
have
been
i
R.
J.
Marshall
has
had
electn,"
Corner Second Street
Atlantic
Ranges
are available in
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
Black and All Enamel Finish**
Beal's in Friendship.
visitors recently at the home of their j
lights
installed
in
his
hen
houses.
N. Y.
and
First
Avenue
Postage 10c additional on each box
Manager
Mr. and Mrs. Cazillias Robinson
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Minot
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Moderate Rates
and Mrs. Mary Wade were callers re
Lenfest.
. ES RELIEF
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
cently at the Morton home.
Donald Cunningham, his mother
'AfSore,Irritated
Skin
Rev. Henry Ulmer of Vassalboro.
and W. A. Palmer made a visit Sat
Rev. F. H. Knollen of Waterville and F Wherever it is—however broken the
urday evening in Waterville.
Rev. H. H. Bishop of Cumberland M^KSurface-freely apply soothing*
TEL. 9«0
Miss Florence Jewett of South
'ljlS-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Mills called recently on Rev. and
Liberty called Sunday on friends
47-tl
Mrs. T H. Fernald.
here.

With the Extension Agents

You and
Your Car

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

.'|1

Do Your Christmas
Shopping Early; don’t
forget that The CourierGazette is a Christmas Astoria N Y
gift repeated a hundred
and fifty times over.

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CLEAN
FALSE TEETH
NEW EASY WAY

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Atlantic
RANGES

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel

’49.50

HOTEL

GRALYNN

THE COURIER GAZETTE

R
Resinol

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

WARREN

_____
*
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hastings were
Among the holiday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
Arthur Sidelinger of Nobleboro has
returned to his work in the Georges
River Mills after an absence of a
few weeks.
Recently Mrs. M. R. Robinson en
tertained at supper at the Montgom
ery rooms, her Church school class,
known as the A-l class, and .other
members of the Young People' de
partment. Mrs. Grace Wyllie was
mistress of ceremonies as Mrs.
Robinson was unable to be present.
Special guests were Rev. and Mrs.
Newell Smith of Tenant's Harbor,
the former speaking interestingly on,
“Evaluating the Bible." Rev. and
Mrs. Smith also furnished instru
mental numbers, the former playing
the saxophone, and the latter, the
piano. Other guests were, Rev. and
Mrs. Charles Marstaller of the
Littlefield Memorial Church of Rock
land. One of the features of the
supper was an attractive birthday
cake, made by Miss Tena McCallum.
Holiday guests of Mr. and1 Mrs.
Alvah Simmons were Mr. and Mrs.
E. John Miller and daughters,
Madeline. Shirley and Arlene. Mrs.
Ethel Winslow and daughter Evelyn
all of Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Mathews of Rockland, and Mrs.
Alice Gordon.
Louis Perrault Sr„ has resumed hls
position as boss carder ln the mill,
after receiving treatment at Knox
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jose and
children, Roland, Freda, and Evelyn,
returned Sunday to Gorham, after
visiting relatives here the holiday
weekend.
*
Charter members of Ivy Chapter.
OES wlll be honored Friday •‘Char
ter Members Night." Supper will be
served at 6 o'clock under the direc
tion of Mrs. Emma Norwood, who
will be assisted by Mrs. Jessig Walk
er, Mrs. Annie Aspey, and Mrs. Nora
Russell. Following the meeting beano
wlll be enjoyed.
Miss Lillian Russell and nephew
Dana Smith Jr., returned Sunday to
Cambridge and Lynn respectively
after being weekend guests of Mrs.
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Every-Other-Day

j FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK |

SOUTH THOMASTON

POULTRY OUTLOOK

“COOKING’S EASY WITH
SOCONY BURNING OIL

Mr, and Mrs. Robert Williams and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Alton I
Williams of Whitinsville. Mass., spent
the holiday weekend with relatives
here.
Randall Hopkins and Miss Arline
The demand for farm products in
THE FLAME’S SO HOT AND CLEAN”
Makinen stole a march Thanksgiving
1937 will be greater than in 1936.
eve on their friends and were quietly
Changes ln domestic demand for
married at the parsonage in Rock
farm products are determined large
HEN YOU WANT a hot, uniform
land by Rev. J. C MacDonald. The
ly by changes in the income of con Get Quick-Dissolving Bayer
flame tocook on...onethatburns
Aspirin Now Without
young couple are popular and are
sumers and industrial activity. In
cleanly, without smoke or smudge...
receiving congratulations from all
dustrial production is expected to be
Thought of Price
fill your kitchen range with Socony
sides. Mrs. Hopkins will continue
about 10 percent higher in 1937 than
Burning Oil. For prompt delivery...
to teach the primary school, a posi
ir. 1936. Commodity prices also are
In
2
Seconds
by
tion she has efficiently filled two
expected to be slightly higher.
Stop Watch
Poultry marketings in the fall and
years, since her graduation from
In 2 seconds by stop
early winter are expected to be
Farmington Normal School.
Mr.
watch a genuine
greater than in any recent year ex
Hopkins is employed at J. Baum's
BAYER Aspirin tablet
starts to disintegrate
cept 1931. This is because the feed
grocery store and postoffice and is
and go to work. Drop a
shortage will cause much of the 1936
also town treasurer and tax collector.
Bayer Aspirin tablet In
to a glass of water. By
hatch, which was 25 percent com
Miss Bertha Ripley of Northhamp
the time it hits the bot
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY/ INC.
mercial and 11 percent farm flock
ton, Mass., visited her parents here
tom of the glass it is
disintegrating. What
above that of 1935, to be marketed
, recently.
happens in this glass
in that period. Little addition to lay
G. B Butler, Miss Louise Butler
. . . happens in your
ing stock will be made.
stomach.
and Frank Stanton were holiday dike who went to Melrose to spend
GLENMERE
Rev. and Mrs. Stuart are receiving
Storage stocks of frozen poultry,
i dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. the winter with her son Raymond
congratulations on the birth of a son.
January 1, 1937, are expected to be
Thorndike and family.
You can now get Genuine BAYER i Charles Hill in Thomaston.
Merrill Simmons, son Lewis and
exceptionally large because of larger ASPIRIN for virtually lt a tablet
A sedan owned by David Pollack
Edw. Wiggin and Jesse Sleeper
marketings and because of a strong at any drug store in tlie U. S.
visited their homes here Wednesday was badly damaged Saturday night Mr. and Mrs E. V. Shea of Spruce
er speculative demand than in other
Twofull dozen now, in a Hat pocket I night and last Thursday.
They from collision with a truck In Rock Head visited Sunday at the home of
tin, for 25/1 Try this new package.
It takes more than bullets or bullies to stop Dick Foran from carrying recent years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hooper.
sailed
Monday
on
the
S.
S.
Ida
Haye land.
Enjoy the quick action and known
Numbers of chickens on farms, quality of the real Bayer article J Atwater.
I'ncle Sam's mail through the bad lands where guns mean more than postage
Misses Thelma Miller and Hilda
stamps. Above is Dirk, the Singing Cowboy, mussing up Ed Cobb, who por I January 1, 1937 are expected to be [ now without thought of price.
Davis
of Port Clyde were weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Hopkins and
SPRUCE HEAD
I cnly slightly larger than a year earli
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Walter
trays the leader of a gang of mail robbers in “California Mail."—adv.
Do this especially if you want children and Earle Hopkins of Mas
thc means of quick relief from a bad
er because of the feed situation.
Charles H. Carr of Newark. Del., is Barter.
sachusetts passed the holiday with
headache, neuritis or neuralgia
Numbers
of
chickens
hatched
In
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle of Attle
their parents, Mr. and Mrs Ed Hop visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pains. Remember, BAY’ER ASPI
VINALHAVEN
WALDOBORO
j 1937 are expected to be slightly less RIN works fast. (Note illustration
boro,
Mass., passed the holiday week
Charles
E.
Carr.
kins. Earl is remaining for a longer
end with Mrs. Lyle’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cora Nash has been guest of than In 1936 because of the less above.)
Mr
and
Mrs
Robert
Burch
and
vis.t.
Carl Magnuson returned Saturday
And ask for it by its full name —
her daughter. Mrs. Maurice Jenness. favorable feed-egg ratio likely to
Miss Mary Sleeper was guest of Miss Mrs. Charles Burke motored to Port Mrs. Winslow Watt.
from a trip to Boston.
BAYER ASPIRIN —not by the
i
prevail
early
in
the
year.
in Newport. N. H.
Arthur Sanquist and Charles John
name “aspirin” alone when you
Helene
Smith in Bar Harbor over land recently and were overnight
Mrs. Walter Ingerson has returned
Poultry marketings throughout buy. Get it next time you want the holiday weekend.
son have employment in Fitchburg,
Miss Kathleen Scott, a student at
guests
of
Mrs
Milledge
Randall
in
from Augusta where she was guest
Westbrook Junior College recently 1937 are expected to be less than in quick relief.
Amos Makinen and Stanton Sleep South Portland. Mrs. Randall and Mass.
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black.
Mrs. Lucy Smith is in Wollaston,
passed a lew days with her parents, ' 1936 because heavy receipts this fall
15C FOR
Mildred,
accompanied
er went Monday to Whitinsville, daughter,
The Non Eaters will meet to night Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott.
will be at the expense of receipts
Mass.,
for the winter.
them home and will visit Mrs Stan
Mass.
A DOZEN
with Mrs. Joseph Kittredge.
next spring and because fall receipts .
ley
Simmons
for
a
few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr.,
Eldred
Patch,
in
addition
to
his
2 FULL DC p
Capt. Edward Greenleaf. Meredith have been visiting relatives in West in 1937 will reflect the slightly smallDOZEN Lull
work at Institute of Technology is
Mrs. Charlotte Waterman enter
i er hatch In 1937.
Trefrey and Calvin Vinal left Mon Newton, Mass.
also a member of a Men's Choir of 16 tained recently at a chicken supper
Virtually
Poultry prices are expected to de
day on Yacht Althea for Miami.
Miss Jessie Keene was at home
selected voices heard regularly at and bridge at her Waterman Beach
lc a tablet
cline more than average until midDe Valors Commandery K of T. last week from Gorham.
King's Chapel in Boston Many of home. At two tables highest honors
j winter because of greater-than-averheld rehearsal Tuesday night at
LOOK FOR THC BBYCR CROSS
There’s nothing safer or more effective
Clarence Reed of New York. Mrs.
1 these services are broadcast.
went to Mrs Margaret Carr, second then
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE.
Two or three
Masonic hall in preparation for in E. R. Hunnewell and Miss Bessie ags marketings. Because of the prob
Mrs. Amos Makinen and son Doug to Mrs. Jane Bassick and consolation doses in sweetened hot water just before
able
large
storage
stock,
prices
In
bedtime
and
many
a
sufferer
from stran
spection.
Reed of North Anson are at their
las are visiting her parents in Rock to Mrs. Callie Morrill.
gling, choking Bronchitis or Asthma has
1937 are expected to average telow WHAT CAUSES EPILEPSY?
found
relief
and
a
good
night
’
s
rest.
A considerable sum was netted home here.
land.
Mrs. Irving McLeod and infant
If you don't believe it get a bottle to
the 1936 level.
Everett and Richard Achorn. who
IS THERE A CURE?
from the Mask Ball, held Thanks
Miss Helen Sleeper of Bridgewater son, Daniel, have returned home day at any first class drug store—you must
Egg production per hen is expected
get complete satisfaction or money back
giving night by the Lions Club. are employed in Claremont, N. H ,
i Mass.) Normal School faculty spent from Portland
booklet containing the opinions of famous
—a fair offer.
to be less during the fall and winter A
Note No claim is made that BUCKLEY’S
doctors on this interesting subject will he
Ticket awards went to Mrs. O. V. recently made a visit at the home of
the Thanksgiving recess at her home
Mrs Henry York is engaged as MIXTURE
is a cure for Bronchitis or Asth
1936-37, about the same in the spring sent FREE, while they last, to any reader
Drew and C. C. Webster. The first I heir parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alva
here. She was accompanied on the i nurse at the home of Mrs. Peterson ma but it will bring quick relief from
writing to the Educational Division, 551
and
somewhat
greater
in
the
last
half
that choking, gasping struggle for breath
ladies prize went by vote to Mrs. D.! Achorn.
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., Dept. D-658 return by her aunt Mrs. F. K. Thorn- in South Thomaston.
and help you get a good night’s rest.
of 1937 than in the corresponding
Mrs.
Verna
Little
and
Malcolm
|
H
Daggett;
first
men
s
prize
to
Edwin
Ilda Russell.
periods of 1936. because the feed-egg
Gunard Matson shot a spike horn i Frickson; second ladies' prize to Little have been visitors in Noble ratio in summer and fall of 1937 Is ,
buck Saturday, and David Anderson, Mrs. L. B. Dyer; second men’s prize boro.
likely to be favorable for feeding for I
Roger Miller was at home from
to D. H. Daggett.
a 10 point buck the same day.
egg production.
Rev. H I. Holt made a brief trip to
George Edwards who was holiday Hebron Academy for the holiday
Egg marketings this fall and win
Boston, Monday, and on his return guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mac weekend.
ter are expected to be about the
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Billings of
Monday evening was accompanied by intosh, returned Saturday to Unisame as those of 1935-36 Egg !
Camden were recent guests of Mr.
Mrs Holt, who has been a surgical j versity of Maine.
marketings in 1937 are expected to
patient at the Deaconess Hospital, In I Ladles of the GAR. meet Friday and Mrs. Herbert Oldis. Miss Helen be slightly greater than In 1936.
Brookline. Mrs Hoit stood the trip at 7. 6upper will .be omitted. The Oldis. who attends school in Port
Egg prices during the fall and
remarkably well, and was shown meeting will be followed by a Christ land. has been at home a few days
winter 1936-37 are expected to follow
Chester Jones has been in Rock
every courtesy by train officials en mas tree, program and refreshments.
thelr usual seasonal course and
land. guest of his brother.
route.
AH members are requested to take a
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Reed have average about the same as a year
• • • •
10 cent gift.
been
visiting at the home of Mrs. earlier. Egg prices in .1937 are ex
Mrs Thomas Copeland remains
Miss Nina Ames returned Monday Reed's father. Oeorge W Simmons. pected to average somewhat higher
seriously ill at Knox Hospital. Mr. from Rockland.
in the spring and somewhat lower in
Oeorge Carleton of the High
Copeland has Ibeen taken to the
Dr. H. L. Banks of Walpole, Mass., School faculty passed the Thanks the fall than in the corresponding
home of thelr daughter, Mrs. William
^Bedecked in their Christmas attire and ready with
arived Monday and is guest of L. A. giving recess at his home in East periods of 1936.
Brazier ln Portland.
The
average
price
of
commodities
Coombs.
Bridgewater, Mass.
He was ac
Edgar Barker shot a deer Monday
and services used in agricultural pro- ,
a very complete assortment oj eiecincai
are un uj
|
Mrs
Ira
Tupper
returned
Monday
i
companied
to
Allston.
Mass., by
ln Union.
duction will average a little higher
Everett
Welt,
who
visited
his
sisters
*
fiom
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
r.ext year. Wage rates will rise with
•••*
our stores.
fr
•
Mrs. Keith Carver returned Mon there.
and family Mrs Susie Philbrook. and
a continuance of the upward trend
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Palmer
and
Mrs. Viola Durgin were recent dinner day from Lewiston where she visited
Eaeh year we strive to bring you as complete an
*
in the demand for workers in nonDame Palmer of Belfast have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Gross.
,
*; .« •
agricultural activities, and with the
assortment of the better electrical gifts that is possible.
* •*
Thompson in Friendship.
The Sunshine Committee met j guests of John W. Palmer and Miss greater demand for hired farm work- |
•
★
3 ■ *
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank returned Tuesday afternoon with Chairman j Lois Palmer.
ers that is likely to result frem more
Gifts that give happiness for years and years to come. We
Mrs. Addie M. I Lermond) Wyman
Sunday to North Waldoboro after a Mrs. Charles Chilles. Anyone having
*
nearly normal crop and livestock
visit with Mrs. Isa Teague, their vegetables, jelly, preserves, fruit, died Sunday at her home on Depot production. Prices ... for seed have
think
you
will
agree
that
our
selection
this
year
is
com'
daughter. They were Joined at Mrs. candy or money to contribute may street after a long and painful Ill already advanced sharply as a result
**
*
ness. Funeral services were con
parable with the larger metropolitan stores.
Teague's for the holiday by Mr. and notify Mrs. Chilles.
of drought-restricted supplies . ..
K ,
ducted Wednesday afternoon by Rev.
Mrs. Arnold Teague and family, and
Feed prices will be materially high
G. Ernest Arey returned Tuesday
*'•
J.
B.
Howse.
pastor
of
the
Methodist
*
For the best selection of gifts as well as for your own
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock and from Rockland.
er .. . until the harvest of the 1937
*
Church. Interment was made in the
fs
family.
crop replenishes the present droughtj Mrs. Malcolm Winslow returned
convenience
and
leisure
may
we
suggest
that
you
shop
early.
family
lot
at
Bremen.
She
is
sur

The union service planned for Sun
reduced supplies . . . The prospective
*
Monday from Rockland.
-A
vived by two daughters, Mrs. Geneva
day night at the Congregational
general upturn in the cost of mater
De
Valois
Commandery
K
of
T.
will
And
in
shopping
you
are
cordially
invited
to
make
Homans
of
Portland
and
Miss
Audrey
*
Church, with the half hour of musi
*
ials and labor entering into the ex
cal selections, has been postponed, be inspected Friday night. A large Wyman, a teacher in the schools of pense of
manufacturing farm
this store your headquarters. Use it for a place to meet
Everett, Mass.
the date to be announced. The regu attendance Is requested.
machinery, fertilizer, and building
Addison
Winchenbach
has
closed
* *
The
Knit-Wits
met
Tuesday
with
lar evening service will be held in
your friends. . . to leave your packages. . .to rest awhile.
t *
supplies may result in slight ad
his summer home on Dutch Neck
stead at both churches at 7 o'clock. Mrs. Annice Carver.
vances in local market prices for ;
*
Russell Starrett has been guest of J The activities and ambitions of the and is at "the home of Mrs. Ida M these items.
A
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Department of Sea and Shore Fisher-' Whitcomb where he will pass the
winter.
CknUimaA Snapping
&
Curtis Starrett at Oyster River.
ies and the fishing industry in gen- j
TENANT'S HARBOR
At the meeting of the Woman's
*
S. F. Copeland attended the auto eral will be discussed at Vinalhaven
The marsh has frozen over and thc
♦
show Friday in Portland.
tonight, when the Lion's Club meets, Club Tuesday afternoon Chester young people are enjoying skating.
♦
&4ny gift you select will be carefully wrapped
♦
Because of the Rebekah fair, sup with Commissioner Feyler as guest of Duncan gave an entertaining chalk
Mrs. John Reid has been hostess
‘
*'
«•
per and three-act comedy for to honor. The meeting will be thrown talk. His skill in drawing was plain
to guests from Milford. N. H.
in complete Holiday attire ready for mailing.'
night the meeting of the Woman s open to the public and an open ly demonstrated and the rapidity
¥
Whitney Wheeler of Augusta
Club has been postponed to next forum held for the purpose of bring with which he executed his sketches
•*
passed
the
holiday
with
his
parents
Or if it is not convenient for you to come to
*
Thursday. The Program committee ing the fisherman and the Depart called forth much applause. Tea was
Mr. and Mrs C. E. Wheeler.
served
by
the
hostesses.
Mrs.
Louise
Includes, Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. ment in closer co-operation on im
our store.. . phone and we will be glad to
Samuel Davis and family visited
Laura Starrett, Mrs. Jessie Walker, portant questions facing the industry. Miller. Mrs. Lottie Lovell. Mrs. Sarah
»
Thanksgiving Day at the home of,
Lash,
Mrs.
Dora
Yorke.
Mrs.
Mildred
Mrs. E. Belle Walker, and Miss Motion pictures of the industry will
*
*
do the complete job for you.
*
£
Ashworth and Mrs. Cora Maxey. their daughter in New Hampshire.
Beulah Starrett.
be shown by Dick Reed.
A
*
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rawley of
The committee for the Red Cross roll
The sermon topic Sunday morning
call. Mrs. Florence Shuman, Mrs Rockland spent last Thursday with
at the (Baptist Church will be, “A
UNION
Nan Weston. Mrs. Ina Smith and their mother, Mrs. Laura Rawley.
Strictly Personal Letter.” Church
Mrs.
Marion Froelich reported enroll
Mrs. Levi Hawthorn is visiting her
school will be at noon. Christian En
In harmony with the program of ing 57 members with $1 in contribu sister in Knox.
deavor will be omitted.
Capt. Leonard Dudley is resting in
The date of the tnter-class play the National Preaching Mission tion. Mrs. Shuman was high-liner
contest of Warren High School, ls which has been reaching the great j with $47 to her credit. Twenty-two comparative comfort in a Portland
set for Dec. 11., four one-act plays cities of the nation and is in Boston members and one guest were in at hospital.
POWE
thts week, the People's Methodist tendance at the meeting.
Gus Melquist has employment for
to be presented at Town hall.
the winter ln New Lork.
Elbert Starrett shot a 115 pound Church will hold an eight day
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Benson went
deer Monday, the last day of the preaching mission Dec. 6-13. Evan
gelistic messages will be given by
Wednesday to New York where they
season.
have employment.
Mrs. Russell Smith of Brookline, the pastor each Sunday at 10:30 a.
Mass., was holiday weekend guest of m. and 7 p. m. Monday to Friday eve
her parents, Mr. and| 'Mrs. T. P. nings Rev. Charles E. Brooks, pastor
PORT CLYDE
of Pratt Memorial Church In Rock
Carroll at Warren Highlands.
A Thanksgiving entertainment was
land. will be the speaker. The topics
Miss Grace Lawrence and Phillip
given by the schools to a large audi
Monday night. “The
Simmons motored recently to East will .be;
ence of parents and friends. The
Church's Outstanding Need;” Tues
Providence. IR. I. On return they
children performed their parts in a
Caused by Tired Kidneys
day, “The Fact of God;" Wednesday,
were accompanied by Mrs. Maude C.
Many of (hose gnawing, nagging, painful
‘The Lost C|ik'ist;*' Thursday, ‘‘A backaches people blame on colds or strains most efficient manner. A goodly sum
Rowe of that city who has ibeen
was realized which will be used for
often caused by tired kidneys—and may
Kindly Catechism;" Friday, "Christ are
be relieved when treated in the right way.
visiting several days with Mr. and
the needs of the schools. Dora Seavey
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
In the Community."
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
Mrs. C. A. Simmons.
of
the grammar school and Barbara
blood. Most people pass about 3 pints a day or
Supt. of Schools Frank D. Rowe,
about 3 pounds of waste.
Allen of the primary school received
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
accompanied by Horace Maxey,
a prize for selling the largest num
don’t work well, poisonous waste matter fctays
WEBUY
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
principal of the Warren High School
ber of tickets. The teachers are
backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains,
and William Thomas, principal of
loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelgrateful for the support of parents
ling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
Union High School motored Mon
and friendU, and are also happy
ditziness.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
day to Belfast where they attended CLARENCE E. DANIELS
over Ihe redecorating and repairs
Pills,
used
successfully
by
millions
for
over
40
JEWELER
years. They give happy relief and will help the
the monthly meeting of the Southern
which the interior of the schoolhouse
370 MALN ST„
ROCKLAND
15 miles of kidney tunes flush out poisouous
Schoolmen's league.
has received lately.
waste front the blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Egg Prices Will Be Higher
In the Spring and Lower
In the Fall

Now Only a
Penny a Tablet
for Fast

HEADACHE RELIEF

W

call 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

Bronchial
Asthma

Skop 6anfg

gijis,

CENT

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

OLD GOLD

T
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THOMASTON

NO LIMIT BUT THE SKY

Every-Other-Day
American Duel* Set Pace

In Everybody’s Column

for Savagery, Writer Say*
Advertisement* ln this oolumn not to
Parent-Teacher Association meets
three lines Inserted once tor 23
Dueling reached its most savage | txceed
cents, three tlmea for 50 cents. Addi
in the High School assembly hall
tional
lines
five rents each (or one time
lengths
in
America.
One
year
after
1 can do to help and then get ln touch
(Continued from Page Onei
next Thursday at 7.30. Harrison C
10 cents for three times. Six words
the landing of the Pilgrims two of make
a llne.
—
----with
Eugene
C.
Rich
at
Camden.
Lyseth. of Augusta. State Agent of
them fought. During the Revolution
Secondary Education, will be the This weekend a crew of experienced either by mail or by telephone. Camthere were some notable duels. Gen.
electricians are going to wire the den 2468
Charles Lee and Col. John Laurens
speaker.
.?»GI
fought, as did Generals Cadwalader
Earl P Hyler. William R Hoffses lodge. Tills will make night work
and Conway. Button Gwinnett,
CAMDEN
and Forest Grafton of this town, i Possib'e inside the lodge for flooring,
signer of the Declaration of Inde
and Gerald Black, of Rockland, re- Paneling, partitioning and finishing
TAN. white hound pup lost. In Rock
pendence. was killed in a duel with
Mrs. Bertha Adams was taken
land. If found please notify 2 NORTH
turned Monday from Philadelphia, tlle woodwork.
General McIntosh. Virginia and MAIN
STREET
Wedr.?sday to the Bangor Hospital
Georgia were hotbeds of dueling,
ANN PACE
after attending tlie Army-Navy foot
IF the lady who picked up the clc.u
Lons Ski Trails
FOOD
STORES
for treatment.
MACARONI
writes Frederick T. Haskins in the I bag with purse inside, betweeu New
ENCORE
ball game.
An excellent ski-trail was pushed
bert'* restaurant and Park street TuesMrs. Clifford Felton shot a fine
Washington Star.
j day at about one p m . will leave tt »t
Mrs Ruth Little went Monday to through for nearly a quarter of a deer Monday.
The
duels
of
Hamilton
and
Burr
:
E.
K. GOULD'S office, 7/5 Main street,
SPAGHETTI, NOODLES 3 p cs
c
Medford. Mass., where she will spend |
are history, as are those of General j she will be liberally rewarded. 145’tt
The sewing circle of Megunticook
mile behind the lodge on Ragged
Jackson and Major Wilkinson, I TAN and white hound”pup lost Re
two weeks while caring for her sister.
Mountain by the CCC boys from the Grange met at the hall yesterday
MAURICE HARDING, 2 North
FOUR SEASON SALT 2 bags
c
Capts. Barron and De atur Henry j ward
Mrs. E'.hel Kenney, who is ill. She
Main St.. City.
144-146
afternoon.
Supper
was
served.
Camden Camp. Their help in this is
Clay and John Randolph of Roa ~ NEAR WASHINGTON, female hound
was accompanied by her son. George,
LARGE
Mrs.
Fritz
Johnson
of
Vinalhaven
invaluable and assurance has been
noke. Richard Somers, an officer I lost, brown and white; also black and
DILL PICKLES
IN CANS
CANS
who will be guest of Mrs. Harry given that they'll stick by the job' 15 guest of her mother. Mrs. Leslie
of the Intrepid, is reputed to have | tan male, four white feet KENNETH
143-145
Garland,
in
North
Reading.
Mass
,
BOBBY BENSON
fought three duels in a single day. KNIGHT, Tel. Camden 2196.
each weekend to push tills work or, Stinsom
H. O. OATS
PKGS
23c
BOOK FREE
meantime. Her daughter. Miss Ar
Baptist
Philathea
Class
will
j
Not so much the number, but the
trails.
I,hold a Christmas sale at A. S. I savagery of American duels 6et
delle Little, is with Mrs. Nellie Ifemy.
PREPARED
AT
The
Workers
SPAGHETTI ANN PACE
4 CANS 25c
them apart. There were duels in
New County road, during her ab
Prince's store Friday at 10 o'clock,
WANTED
Harold Corthell's camp was again j Twenty-six deer were registered at 1 which the adversaries stood with a *
sence.
(IN GLASS) —
PREPARED
K•
SPAGHETTI
an
active spot at dinner time; 72 sat Dougherty's store during the month I handkerchief on the ground between j MRS Eva Brusl. Finnish midwife and 1
JAR
IOc
ANN PACE
Miss Barbara Genthner of Waldo
them. The only possible chance of
boro is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Irving down to a most satisfactory dinner of November. Lucky gunners last ■ escape was the misfiring of one ot 1 nurse, wants work Registered In New BROWN Ott BLACK
FLEECE LINED
York 24 years. R. F. D. 3. Waldoboro
SKYFLAKE WAFERS NBC PKG 13c
Condon.
served to the King's taste by an in- , week were Kenneth Blackington. a
the pistols. A frequently used form _________________________________ 142*147
called tor the duelists to stand back
LARGE size baby sleigh wanted Tel.
Mrs Edward Venner returned defatigable group of the "Woman's j C.eer, near Maiden CUff; Walter
to back. At a word they would walk 998-W___________________________ 145*147
LB 19c
FIG TARTS
Auxiliary.
”
With
a
few
possible
unWadsworth,
one
shot
near
Duck
NBC
Tuesday to Cushing after spending
six or a dozen paces, as pre
MIDDLE aged man wanted Light farm
intentional omissions, the following J Trap; Ralph Bennett, a 9 point buck. J
the past week in New York city.
work. Must be good dry milker, for |
PACKER'S
arranged, whirl and fire. Then there winter,
or year If OK Fay small. Ref,,
STRING BEANS LABEL
were present: Donald Clegg. Loring shot in Hope; Clifford Richards, an
CANS 25c
were the fiendish knife duels, espe
Mr and Mrs. Frank Thompson,
Bennett. James Clegg. Sam Lank ton. 8 point buck, brought down on 1 cially after James Bowie had in ences. Write E. C. Courier-Gazette
145-150 I
who have been guests of Mrs. Aletha
_ | Emerton Gross. Ralph Brown. Ben Ragged Mountain and Francis Pelvented the Bowie knife. The men
DRY HARD WOOD wanted, delivered
Thompson for a few days, have re
fought in some cases with their left ln Thomaston or South Hope; also pair
Wooster, Fred Herrick. Charles lerln, a buck shot near Bald Mounof good cattle. H. D. CRIE. Thomaston
turned to Upton. Mass.
wrist* handcuffed to each other. Tel $3.
143*145
Edward T. Daman motored to Yates, Percy Hopkins. Charles Nash tainThe Joel Keyes Grant Circle. 1 Often both duellists died. IX one
FLORIDA ORANGES
Guy
Sheldon.
Walter
McLeod.
Clar

Portland Tuesday on business re
survived he would have to be un
BRUCE BOXES,
•>
MED
W SMALL •>
ence Thomas. Firpo Frye. Bill Dyer Ladies of the GAB will serve a i locked from the corpse ot his op
turning
home
Wednesday.
He
was
LARGE AND JUICY
DOZ Z/C DOZ
public supper at the K. of P. hall
accompanied to Portland by Mrs. Ben Johnson. Win Kent, Wallace Friday from 5:30 to 7 o'clock. Meet ponent.
Kent.
Eugene
Rich,
R.
P
Rollii'.s
Abbie Montgomery, who was en-oute
ing follows the supper.
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
to Nutley. N J. where she will visit Nelson Dangremond. Win Robbins
The name of Mrs. Helen Dean was I Termite* Are Not Ant»;
EATING QUALITY NOW
good bargains ln kitchen ranges. C. E
LARGE
Doctor
Pullen.
Gilbert
Harmon
ALSO ZIPPERS. FUR TOPS
Mr
and
Mrs.
Erman
Lamb
for
sev

19c
5^
“
25<
GROTTON.
138 Camden St. Tel 1214-M
OF THE HIGHEST
FOR
Chester Hansen. Bob Gerrish. Albert■ caCeC at the Comique Theater TuesFACE EFFECTS
Related
to
Cockroaches
141-tf
eral days, before leaving for Florida
High. Medium aiid Low Heels to E>t2?
day night but as she was not present
Termites are not whit?, but a
FRESH CAR FROM
Grey.
Charles
Ronco
Buck
Parsons
CHEVROLET
truck
1931,
dual
wheels,
with Mrs. Armstrong, of Parlin N. J
LBS
THE CREOLE STATE
neutral grayish color. They are not overload springs, new body, six good
Peter Nuccio. Carleton Reed. Rob $140 will be given away next week.
—
FRESH AND
for sale or trade for desirable land
Mrs Ruby Hall was hostess Mon
Mrs Marion Long. Eaton avenue, ants, but are related to cockroaches. ttrea
HDS
CRISP
Inquire. MILTON H
FRENCH. 139
Hansen.
Rob
Hansen.
Jr..
Ralph
Glenday
night
to
22
members
of
the
Beta
The
relationship
is
fairly
distant
Pleasant St . Rockland
145*147
LARGE. RED.
denning. Norman Connon. Buddy will be hostess to the Monday Club and is based on anatomical resem
lbs 25c
FIRM. JUICY
Alpha Club. Preparations for annual
NEW Scott's 1937 Stamp Catalog for
next week.
DIRECT FROM THE TROPICS.
Pitcher
and
Lisle
Leonard.
.
145*147
blances. The termite is free from sale. 54 Union St . Tel 45-M
Christmas work are now going on
DOZ
FULL OF JUICE
Townsend Club meets tonight at the cockroach's filthy habits and
The large detachment of volunteers
32-Volt Fairbanks-Morse electric light
POUND
and it was reported that the sum of
plant for sale. 500 watts capacity. R S.
BASKETS
■ from the CCC Camp comprised: Ar th? K. of P. hall. Supper from 5:30 deplorable morals.
s
JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. Rockland
$700 toward it has been received
tc 7 o'clock. Beano will be enjoyed
LONG AND
On
the
other
hand,
according
to
_________________________________
144*148
thur
Arsenault.
Lloyd
Bennett.
Willis
bchs 11c
TENDER
&
Several articles suitable for giftr
Dr. Thomas M. Beck, in the Chicago
TWIN beds and springs. SG. overstvlf
SOUTHERN CROP.
Bither. Clinton Brackett. Ernest after the meeting.
LBS
were also contributed at this meetin,.
GREEN AND FRESH
The ladies of the Congregational Tribune, the termite has evolved a set S5 Divan $4 Hawaiian Uke $5 cost
FULL
Refreshments were served by Mrs. I Carter. Adrian Desjardins. Raymond Society will hold their annual food social organization quite similar to $20 Tel 424-M 81 Broadway_______ 145*1 V
LBS
COLORED
PAIR horses, weight 3.000; together or
Desy; Raymond Doten. Willard GagDora Kalloch. Mrs. Leona Reed. Mrs
sale at the A S. Prince store Dec. that ot ants. The colonies of most single; good farm team, low price C. x
NEW CROP
and
MrF^nice'7ffi-f
non
'
Bernard
Ivory
WaIter
Kalon
LB
species
of
termites
are
divided
into
FROM GEORGIA
PRESCOTT
29 Preecott St . Tel 489-W
Gladys Moore
Moore and
10. at 1 o'clock.
five castes which differ greatly from _________________________________ 145*141 ;
LGE
SML
William Kelley. Leroy Marke,, John
son.
Miss
Harriet
iL.
Gill
was
guest
OOZ
DOZ
SMALL radio for sale. new. make ex- (
each other in appearance. First
, McAloon. L Gordon McCoy. Lucien
• •
FANCY WINTER S
Wednesday of her sister. Mrs. Helen there are those of the winged type, t cellent Christmas present; priced low
SPRING DISH
be
Cuelette.
Alphonse
Patrie.
Alfred
L
A Dow. Rockport
145*1«2
Mrs. Ruth R Brackett will
Perry in Rockland.
which periodically swarm out into
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
hostess to Gen Knox Chapter. ■ Roy. Russell Thurston.
the open and fly away to establish j Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks ICQ
Among those who were seen at
D.A.R. Monday at 3 o'clock at her
new colonies. These are the largest, ! gallons. Mackerel and herring barrel*
PACKERS LABEL
RAJAH
AN
EDITOR
IN
ERROR
and kegs. Heads dropped Inside lf
being about a half inch long.
home on Green street. The assisting ■
but were not at Corthell s camp
: desired. Already to forward Also In* th?
can
pkg 14c
A
second
and
larger
group
con

Market to buy drums
HENRY A. I
hostesses will be Mrs. Elizabeth P for dinner were: Allen Payson. Doug
GUARANTEE
DROMEDARY
g
THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
143-lo?
GIRLS' AND BOYS’
Dunn and Miss Harriet M. Dunn Payson. Harry Wolcott. Hal Murph;. N. W. Lermond Chides Sun sists ot individuals with only rudi
NEW milch cow and calf for sale 6
mentary wings, and then there is a
lb box
pkg 14c
day Telegram For Its Mu third group whose members are vrs.. old and grade Jersey W P BAR
There will bc a roll call and members and Bob Young.
SUNNYFIELD
SPARKLE—EXCEPT COFFEE FLAVOR
RETT P Office. Union R. D No. 2. .
With Tap and Heel
are to respond on the subject. “Child-j During the noon hour another dowingless. Each of the three groups Box 47 , Tel. 11-3 Lincolnville. Me
seum Story
bag 25c
’KGS
hood's Dearest Toys. Program num- Mte<1 meal was Prepared and served
consists of males and females and j _________________________________ 145
GINGER
REDDY—CLEAN SAFE
apparently is capable of repro , 1936 Chevrolet Master sedan with
bers will include a paper on "Clipper . b>’ Mrs- Guy Sheldon. Mrs. Olive (
Thomaston Nov 30
for sale In excellent condition.
ducing any or all of the five termite I heater
Ships
”
which
will
be
prepared
by
Weaver.
Mrs.
Frank
Gould
.
Mrs
lbs 25c
Used nine months. Write J B N . care
PKG
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
types.
Courier-Gazette
or Tel. Waldoboro 73
Mrs. Mary
Members Lawrence Nash. Mrs. Gladys Ron-) I Are you going to let the editor oi
8OZPKG
LB PKG MAKES A DELIGHTFUL DRINK
LAYER
— W. Overlock.
----------- ----------Finally there are the two most I_________________________________ 144*146
ere
reouested
to
take
fnr
the
>
Mrs.
Francis
Merchant,
Mrs
Louis,
TWO H. P electric motor for sale. 3
are requested to take guts for the
the Portland Telegram get away with numerous groups, the soldiers and
can19c
9
220 volts. 60 cycles. Sunbeam
Ch-,:mfor cinnortiinit,
.. .. in the
, issue
,
Lii..s,m., hnv
oox lor
opportunity Dunbar,• Miss Hazel Witherspocii , hu editorial
of Nov. 25. the workers, which are sexless. The iJ phase.
PEANUT
KOOL
circulating heater, wood or coal Laco
Farm
IMrs. Edith Pratt and Miss Prudenee
.
worker resembles one of the wing power oil burner, small size Rotary ash
entitled: "A Museum for Maine?"
r rm
tt
.V, ,,
I entitled:
Xpkgs
sifter MASONS FILLING STA ThomThe first and second boys' basket- J Weaier. Harold Corthell, who is reHe writes evidently in total ignor less type mentioned above and does aston____________________________144*146
most
of
the
hard
work
around
the
ball teams of Thomaston High School! covering from overexertion and expo- ance of the five or six museums of
SINGLE horse sled and single runner
are to play Gilman High School of sure 85 a result of his last week’s natural history already scattered colony. Such being the case, he is pung, Tel. 433-R. 64 Mechanic St
|
_________________________________
144*14? i
Northeast Harbor. Friday in Andrews : °“tin8 Club efforts was most active, over the State—one right under his I the one most responsible for the
GIRL'S COAT for sale, size 10. practi
damage done to buildings.
gymnasium at 7 30.
*n spite of a lame back, in the cacally new; reasonable price.
TEL
nose in his own city of Portland,
1171-M
143-145
Twelve members of the Baptist, Pacity of headwaiter.
built 70 or 80 years ago: built of
COLLIE PUPS for sale KEN DEANE
)EANE
Britain's Worst Stirm
Woman's Mission Circle were enter-!
Important Meeting Held
West Rockport
brick and four or five stories high; ,
143-145 MEN'S BALL BRAND W ool’ Jr rsc>
What is said to have been the
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca- j
tained Tuesday afternoon at the; of(jcers and directors of the Cam-, one in the basement of the State
tion 11600; 8-acre farm, good building
worst
storm
Great
Britain
ever
ex

home of Mrs. E. P Starrett. Mrs ! den outing Club met at the Camden' House; our Academy's (now a State
70-acre farm, good buildings $1600
perienced occurred on November 1800; of
these lor small payment down,
Albert D. Davis was the leader, using 'yyjc.A. Tuesday night. Mr. Rich J building >; Hinckley's big brick muse- 27, 1703, says a .writer in Pear Any
Cx ITOP ROUND
• •)
balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY Tel
HEAVY STEER BEEF LB
C
as subject. Foreign Missions. Dur- the president, presided and with um building. 120 feet x 80 feet, three son's Weekly. It was attended by 1154 283 Main St_________________ I43tf
LB
CHRISTMAS wreaths with novelty
ing a social hour refreshments were j fOreSjght and grasp of the subject, I stories high and four smaller wooden flashes of lightning which unroofed
ribbon bows. 25c. 35c. 50c postpaid .
PICKWICK
MED.
MEN’S 4-BUCKLE
many
houses
and
churches.
The
served by the hostess assisted by Mrs. brought substantial results. The size ! special museum buildings; the muLB
BRAND
Made of fir. hemlock, princess pine and
wind blew down the spires of many other evergreens Don’t delay, order lm- '
WOOL JERSEY
N
F.
Andrews.
Those
who
attended
t0
W
hi
c
h
td
is
project
has
grown
has
seum
for
Indian
relics
at
Bar
Harbor
lb 12c
LB
C
steeples, tore whole groves of trees mediately for Christmas delivery F L. i
141-145
were. Mrs. Henry B Shaw Mrs. Wil- ioaded a vast amount of detailed j Our little building is only the firs', up by the roots, and the leads of BROWN. Thomaston
STRIP
LB
or PIECE
sliced lb 29c
THREE small wood lots for sale near
liam Newbert. Mrs Truman Sawyer. wor|t on
shoulders and the force unit of a much larger building to be some churches were rolled up like
i main road, hard. soft, lumber, T. J.
Mrs. Francis Tillson. Mrs. G Edgar , 0( ^is presentation of the problem erected here in the center of Knox scrolls of parchment. Many vessels CARROLL. Thomaston. Tel Rockland Wool Jersey is the brst to keep oul
water and snow
W ilsct), Mrs. Herbert Newbert. M:s.
those present to volunteer to take Arboretum. And aren't we centrally were sunk in the Thames; but tha 263-21._______________ _____________ 139-tf
SMALL pigs for sale. *2 50 up F. A
Arthur D. Kalloch. Mrs. Abbie F responsibility individually for spec!- located as far as the Maine seacoast royal navy, which had just re KIMBALL.
397 Old County Rd . Tel
turned from the Mediterranean, suf
Rice. Mrs. Lucy Sillery and Miss fic pieces of work.
is concerned? And aren't we on fered the greatest damage and lost j 221-W.____________________________ 144-tf ,
POCOHONTAS soft coai. *8.50: hara
____________________________________________________________ Eliza Whitney.
In addition to the remarkable sup Route 1—the great Atlantic Highway over a dozen ships. Over 1,500 sea coal.
*15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
——————Mrs. Herbert E. Kirkpatrick and port that 75 or 100 men and women —over which the tourists are travel men were lost beside those that Tel. 62. Thomaston
144-tf
daughter. Beverly, who have been are giving the project each weekend ing more and more each season? were drowned in London. The dam
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
144-tf
visiting her sister Mrs Harold Smith and the steady flow of contributions What better location for a "Oreat" age was estimated at a million manufacturing co
> plai
pounds.
in North Vassalboro, and friends in of food supplies and materials, ag State Museum? And a State Acad
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Waterville, for several days, returned gressive and responsible support must emy of Science and Art, with th?
]__________________________ _______ 144-tf
home Monday.
be given Mr. Rich to help accomplish four State colleges working together
ALL kinds of dry hard, and solt wood.
UrfcgfOur Christmas goods are all in now and on display. Never
Travel Through Treetop*
1 under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARbefore have we had a larger line to pick from or prices any more
the essential results before Christ- in it, the Rockland Chamber of Com
The
only
people
who
do
most
of
;
ROLL,
Tel. 263-21, Rockland
144-tf |
The turkey supper which was to
reasonable for serviceable garments. Come in and look around
merce. the three Rockland service their traveling through the tops of
mas.
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
have
been
served
by
members
of
the
FOR MEN MP
clubs, the merchants of Rockland trees are the Ilongots, a tribe of 5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
Responsibilities Assumed
provements. *1600 House 7 rooms, good
Townsend Club next Monday has
DRESS SHIRTS
. ............ S1.00, $1.50. $2.50
and the schools of Rockland. The Luzon in the Philippines. With a . cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
SWEATERS ...................................................... $1.00. $1.50. S1.98, $3.00
been
indefinitely
postponed.
heavy
knife
they
cut
off
the
branch
The
men
listed
below
have
said
clear field, on good road. 5 miles
acres,
% PAJAMAS, rollon or flannel .............................
citizens of Rockland and Kncx
S1.00, SI.50. $1.98
of one tree, slide the loop end of a from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
Mrs. W A. Meservey of Union and that they would carry the burden of
I NIGHT SHIRTS
County should wake up and help 50-foot rope over it, then cast and cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
$1.00, $1.50
......................................
I can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road
Warren is passing the winter with getting the following important
$1.00. $1.98. $3.00
GLOVES, lined or unlinrd
.......
boom and advertise the great Sti’e catch the hook end of the rope over near village, $800. House 5 rooms with
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery V. Townsend, pieces of work finished on time.
25c. S1.00. SI 50
MITTEN'S, wtjl. cotton. leather....................
lights, center of city. $800;
Institution that our Academy has a branch of an adjoining tree. And cellar,
another house 6 rooms with garage,
25r. £0r. 75c
DRESS STOCKINGS
and her brother. Millard Gilmore, at George Pullen, the construction of
with
great
agility,
they
travel
succeeded in locating and building
lights, water. $600. Will sell any of these
..........
25c. 50c
HEAVY wool. HOSE
....................
the home of Mrs. Herbert E. Kirkpat the 30 sections of the toboggan sht'te
across it in monkey fashion.—Col for small payment down, balance as
SUSPENDERS
here in their midst.
TIES
BELTS
CAPS
rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
lier's
Weekly.
rick.
according to the sample section now
Many more not listed.
144-tf
Yours for Knox County and Rock
jhS? FOR BOYS
Capt.
Ross
L.
Wilson
went
Saturday
at
the
Camden
Yacht
Building
&
............. 79c, $1.25
SHIRTS, rotton or flannel .....................
land as the leading tourist city of
to New York city to join the S. S. railway; T. Jenness French, erec
S1.00. S1.50. S1.9S
I AM Y SWEATERS ........
Maine.
Norman W. Lermond
Largest Date-Palm Grove
................ $330
Excalibur of the American-Export tion of the toboggan shute at the
SWEATER SETS
.................................
Elche in Spain boast? one of the
$1.00. S1.50. S1.9K
KNK KERN. all kinds ................................
Line as Chief Officer. The ship pond; Percy Keller, erection of
largest date-palm groves in the
$2.03. $3.03
FACED LEG P ANTS for winter
sailed Monday for the Mediterranean hockey rink; Percy Luce, securing
»I
world, variously estimated at from
S5.0O.
$6.75
MACKINAWS
..........................................
with stops at the ports of Gibraltar. sufficient 25-foot spruce poles for
80,000 to 110,000 trees. The fruit
FOUR rooms to let. all improvements,
$6.75, S7.50
SNOW SUITS
144*146
bearing palms are pollcnated by rent reasonable, 37 Willow 8t
............ 79c. $1.03
Marseilles, Genoa. Naples. Alexan carrying the lights for the area; Al «
PAJAMAS
.............................................
2
UPSTAIKS tenement to let. 6 rooms;
25c. 50'
WOOL STOCKINGS
dria. Piraeus, and the ports of Haifa, ton Crone and Gilbert Harmon con B>x.x.x.x.«-*>«.**-*-**-****( hand, men scaling the trunks by I garage Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave .
GROWING GIRLS’
IF YIU LIKE TO DRAW. SKETCH or
hoisting themselves with a rope Tel. 274-M.
These are only a few suggestions. You will have to see for yourself.
9 Jaffa and Beyrouth of tlie Holy struction of a 12x20 skating house at PAINT
145-tf
-Write for Talent Test (No Feel.
tied loosely around lhe tree and
Give
age
and
occupation.
Write
F.
care
APARTMENT to let at 34 Pleasant St.,
Land.
edge of pond; Allen Payson, clearing COURIER-GAZETTE ___________ 143*148
their waists. Many of the leaves are 5 rooms, bath; unfurnished Tel. 883-W
The boys’ basketball team of areas for open slope skiing and the ~NOTICE—This is to notify all persons blanched and sold throughout Spain ANNE FLINT, 32 School St
145-tf
EIOHT-room house to let. 129 Rankin
Thomaston High School play ed the ski-tow; J. H. Hobbs, construction jf that after this date I shall bc respon-1 for Palm Sunday, and as protection
sible only for bills contracted by my-1 against lightning.
St. Inquire of Edward J. Hellier. Rock
Alumni Team, Tuesday r.’glit. result bulletin boards and 200 large direc self. HARRY de LONG. Rockland.
land Savings Bank or Alice H Jameson.
“BASS” BRAND SMOKE ELK
143*145
40 North Main St.
144*149
ing in favor of the Alumni, 25-23. tional arrows; Bert Whitehill. pine
HAVE your pigs dressed at PETE
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
All
The girls' team played the All-Star paneling, furniture, electric fixtures EDWARD'S. 271 Limerock St., Tel. 806-J i
modern Improvements JAKE SMALLEY.
Brine Production Methods
_________ 140-145j
144*146
• ,*n. the score being 27-Tt in favor and interior finish of woodwork,
Brine used in alkali manufacture 19 Willow Bt.
BOARD and rooms. Acomfortable
ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
of the High School.
Harold Nash, bus transportations, home
and
for
the
production
of
table
salt
heated office to let. Location opposite
-----------------y
for the winter.THE
LITTLE
STARS
THESE
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sisters George Thomas, accommodations; GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason St. Thomas is frequently obtained by circulat foot of Limerock Street affords unusual
light
and
valuable
publicity
facilities.
ton.
Tel.
186-11
140*145
ing water through wells drilled
meet Friday night in the K. of P. Nelson Dangremond, ski trails.
144-146
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
down to beds of salt. Such beds, E C. MORAN CO.
COL. JIM HEALEY
hall. Supper will be served at 6
PARK street restaurant to let com A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOODf£
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO,
408
Main
St.
Recent Donations
formed
in
past
ages
by
evaporation
pletely furnished, very low price. V. F.
142-tf
oclock by Mrs. Grace W. Andrews,
and
FOOTWEAR
ST
of sea water, are found as much STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
138-tf
Generosity continues in helpful
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mrs. Dorothy Horsley and Mrs.
as
300
feet
thick,
in
New
York.
SEVERAL small tenements to let; 432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
contributions.
Most
recently
report

The LANDT TRIO
Katherine Crawford. Those who
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Kan also small store, at small price. MR3 C.
132-tf
141-tf
sas. Oklahoma. Texas and Louis M BLAKE. Tel. 1061.
have not been solicited are asked to ed are the gifts of eight electrified
and WHITE
house on Warren street to
side lights for the lodge Interior from
iana. says Chemical and Metallur let.TEN-room
take
sweets.
all modern Improvements; rent
will entertain you Sunday afternoons
FOR SALE
gical Engineering.
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77.
St. John’s Church Auxiliary will Mrs. Dudley Talbot of Union street,
with a new and original program spon
No 1
144-tf
sored by the producers of D&H Anthra
HOUSE about 8 years old for sale. A
hold its annual Christmas Sale in the Camden; and a contribution of $50
FURNISHED apartment, 3 rooms, 2nd
cite over the following stations: WEAF,
real nice home that can be had for |
from
George
J.
Gould
of
New
York.
parish hall. Tuesday afternoon, and
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage lf
$1600: large lot of land; the right party
WGY. WTIC, WTAG,' WNAC. WJAR.
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
plans were completed at a meeting The lodge house will require two pair can own this house with around $500
WCSH, KYW, WFER, WEEN, WWJ.
couple.
C. A. EMERY. Tel. 436-M 144-tf
cash This house is worth $3000 any time, j
held Tue'day at the home of Mrs. of large wrought iron andirons, twe
No. 2
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. lour
READTHEADS
ROCKLAND Highlands The Rockland
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
Emma Young. Heading the commit large fire screens a large kitchen Jones
property. 3 acres land. 8 room
144-tf
tees is Mrs. Edward Stone, president range, a large coffee urn, linoleum house Bath, lights, furnace heat nice
price $3000, around $350 cash
of the Auxiliary, and there will be and work tables and chairs for the barn,
needed.
TEL. 487
519 MAIN STREET,
No. 3
booths for the sale of cooked food, kitchen. Each individual in the Bay
THIRTY acre wood lot ln Cushing,
THE TIMES /
region should decide now what ho estimate
candy, aprons and fancy articles.
200 cords ol wood, price $225.

LOST AND FOUND

17

13

25c

2
2

R*******«****.*M CHRISTMAS TIME
1
♦
4
1 McLain Shoe Store

9
9
I
t

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
ZJC

♦

t
r
y

FOR SALE

g

LOUISIANA YAMS
ICEBERG LETTUCE
WINESAP APPLES
FRESH LIMES
MUSHROOMS
CALIFORNIA CARROTS
SPINACH
RED EMPEROR CRAPES
SOFT SHELLED PECANS
TANGERINES FULlFi?Z.,M
CALIF. BROCCOLLI

10c
Tomato Juice
Chocolates
37c
Pancake Floi/t 5
3
Snaps
IOc
19c
Figs
Brittle
LB 19c

5
2
4

15c
«> 3C
e

2
3
2

19c
19c
25c
19c
25c

23c

Currants
Pitted Dates
Dessert
4
Fire Kindler
Coconog
Cigarettes

CHUCK ROAST
LAMB LEGS

cScr? J'OodA
Smelts
2 LB^t 25c
Mackerel
Swordfish

23c
15c

MEN’S CLOGS
9
$1.00, $1.35, $1.50 9
v
'By

NEW MOCCASINS

15c
IOC

$1.98

25c

29c
»25c

JlCuK
Fat Salt Pork
Frankforts
Pickled Tripe
Bacon

$2.75

af

ZIPPERS
$4.50

*4 J
17c
19c
15
29c

$3.50

AiP 'thed Stai&s

\

AYERS
>«x

TO LET

! MISCELLANEOUS •

\

WILLIS AYER

\

HI-CUTS
MEN’S SKI BOOTS
$4.95

Hl-CUTS
$2.95

HI-CUTS
$5.50

&

McLain Shoe Store K
W

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Every-Other-Day
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Miss Rose Adams returned Sun-1
day to her teaching duties at the
Wassookeag School, Dexter, and her j
-ir
brother Oeorge Adams to his posi
tion in Hartford.

M. E. WOTTON & SON

&

£andals
Cs ,

Harry C. MacDonald who spent the
holiday with his sister, Mrs. Leon
Pickett, and his mother. Mrs. Oeorge
Huntley, of Limerock street has re
turned to New London, Conn.

Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland, was
a recent guest of her mother, Mrs.
Choris Jenkins.

Itooevik Club met Tuesday after
noon with Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair at i
The Lauriette. Relief sewing occu- j
pied the time, a cordial welcome being extended to Mrs. Doris Bowley, a
new member. The members pre
sented a gift to Mrs. Rebecca Dun
ton who is to leave soon to make her
home in Massachusetts. It was vot
ed to celebrate the club's 10th birth
day by having a luncheon Tuesday,
Dec. 8.

Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon and
son Billy were guests for a few days
last week of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
P Chandler, Cape Elizabeth. Mr.
and Mrs McLoon sailed Saturday for
a Bermuda cruise

Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth
Coast Guard station, South Portland
was a visitor in this city Wednesday.

Beano was the center of attrac
tion Monday night when Mrs. For
rest K. Hatch entertained a group
of friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Irving E. Simpson of
North Haven have opened their win
ter residence in this city.

For The Glamorous

Maine-iac At Large

Holiday Occasions

By Alvary Gay

A wedding shower was held Tues- day night for Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Jones (Dorothy Boynton) at the
home of Mrs. Vino Johnson, the
bride's mother. Cards and dancing
were enjoyed, and refreshments were
served. Guests were Misses Beverly
Simmons, Mildred Shannon, June
Cook. Sylvia Webster. Prances Voung. ■
Arlene Havener, Celia Crowley. Doro- I
thy Welch. Eleanor Ames, and Doug
las Ladd. Earl McMahon, Clayton1
McMahon, Wyvem Fernald, Law
rence Carey. Albert Pease , Jack
Raitala, Richard Anderson, David
Curtis. Louis Jacobs, Wesley Knight.
Charles Carver, Ellis Hastings, Ed
ward Peaslee and Paul Jones.

$2.45
$3.50
AND UP
AH the Newest Styles and
Color Combinations

♦♦♦♦

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Friday the thirteenth! And the
jinx was at work in this section for
the Sunshine City was without its
almost steady visitor—ol' Sol. And
the much talked of “free paper” be
came a reality. You see each day
that the sun fails to shine the Eve
ning Independent gives away its en
tire first edition. So for the 123d
time in 26 years it was .a free paper.
• • • •
Always grasp the psychological mo
ment! Each evening beside the boxoffice of the city's most elaborate
theatre stands a lassie with the tam
bourine. With the price of two
tickets coming to 80 cents and the
cashier sliding back two dimes, it is
a great deal easier to drop one of
them into the waiting vessel than to
pocket both and steal a furtive glance
around hoping that no one saw your
thrift.
• • • •

HOSIERY

V

Be Wise—Always Advise

Pure Dye Silk and Satin

Silver Kid

Crepe and Satin

White and Gold

Black Satin

Foot Delights

Lovely
Persian Brocade

BLACKINGTON’S

o

your friends to give

$1.98 to $2.98

HUMMING BIRD

PAJAMAS

PURE SILK HOSIERY

CHEMISE

DANCE SETS
SLIPS
PANTIES I
Tailored or lace trim—the fa- '
mous “Her Majesty" and "Pa
tricia” lines.

79c and $1.00
I?

\v.\

INDIVIDUAL

GIFT BOXES
FREE

X-

LUGGAGE

HORSMAN

A

Weekend and Over-Nita
Cares, with or without
fittings, by Warren Leath
er Goods Manufacturers.
Low in price, high in
quality.

DOLLS
X'
The quality doll through the years,
with the double enameled face. A
25-inch baby doll which sleeps,
talks and turns its head, $1.98.
Shirley Temple Fare Dolls, regular
5.98 value, now $1.98.

Plain Cases,
$1.98 up
Fitted Cases, $5.95 to $20

THOSE BUSY METHODISTS
At Their Annual Fair Yesterday They Showed
How Money Is Minted

Prelude to the Yuletide season can | left nothing to be desired as an efgain no nobler stimulus than com- fective finale to a successful day.
panionable service in the cause of The program was of this composiChurch benefit—a truth practiced i tion: Piano solo, “County Gardens,"
Mr. and Mrs. William T. White
yesterday by diligent Methodist Edna Gregory: trained dog; vocal
were recent guests at Hotel New (
women as they displayed an attrac- i solo, Francis Havener; one-act play, j
Weston in New York.
•
tive assortment of wares at the j “Moon Bound (Husbands," coached
church parlors. Tables brightened by (Ralph Clark, with George Gay,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bray and
with huge baskets of glistening pine Ray Hoch, Leroy Chatto. George
son Parker of Vinalhaven were receni
centering sprigs of gay potnsettias 1 Orcutt. Gordon deWolfe; and Ralph
guests of Mrs. Elvie Curtis at her
Cross-word puzzles, miniature golf anticipated the Christmas holidays Clark in the cast.
home on Purchase street, enroute
in their colorful cheeriness, but j Trumpet solo, Dudley Harvie; one-:
and
Monopoly have had their day in utility remained the dominant note, j act play, "Not A Man in the House."
from a visit in Massachusetts.
j this town. "But have you played
Homemakers found an appealing directed by Mrs. Laura Buswell. The
the slots, my dear?" The arcades are
Clifford Waltz of Damariscotta
table presided over by Mrs. Ella cast included Madlene Rogers. Saxon
full of them, and the things are legal j
was a visitor Tuesday in this city.
Lurvey where aprons of all sizes, col- \ deWolfe, Shirley Rollins, Dorothy
for another year. There are times
ors and materials drew the purchas- ( Harvie, (Ruth Thomas. Mrs. Lydia
when it is actually an imperilled job j ing urge. Mrs. Lurveys assistants on ' storer.
The Shakespeare Society met at
to try and make your way through
the home of Mrs. G. M. Derry, with
this booth were Mrs. Edith Tweedie,
Again the Methodist Church has
the mobs surrounding the things Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Eunice ’ achieved success in united enterprise
Mrs. Henry Bird as leader, the roll
Down in the Snell Arcade there sits Winslow. Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs. Evie
call bringing response from 28 mem
and Mrs, Ruth Ellingwood. as general
a girl who does nothing but change Orcutt and Mrs. Rose Gardner. Ad
bers and two alumnae. The topic
chairman, may feel gratified' with
your money into nickels, dimes, joining space was a bustle of activi
was "Shakespeare's Use of the Super
the results accomplished by her '
quarters and half dollars. A possible ties as dainty morsels in the con
natural." the last act of “The
capable corps.
event (and I might add improbable) fectionery line met a ready sale.
Tempest" being read. Mrs. Ruth
on 'the 50-cent machine is that 50 Mrs. Lena Stevens was chairman of
Ellingwood presented a very interest
ROCKPORT
half dollars will come rolling out into this section, aided by Vincie Clark,
ing paper on “Midsummer Night's
your
hand.
Dream" followed by a round table
co-chairman. Bernice Ogier, Alice.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow have
•• ••
discussion of the play. The next
Elizabeth and Nettie Britt. Minnie returned from a few days' visit with
meeting will be held Dec. 14 with
I said something above about psy Smith, Lottie Crowley, Inez Ames, friends in Boston and New York.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
chology. Here is one that has me Saxon deWolfe, Ruth Rogers, Faith
You’ll practically live In
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
stuck. Down on Central avenue is a Lurvey and Mildred Achorn.
these shoes from dusk 'til
its Christmas sale and supper Dec.
Mrs. Catherine Buker and son
large furniture store. Spread over
A daintily arranged utility table 9 at the vestry.
dawn . . . night after night
Edward and Preston Mann of Ban
the front of it for all the world to offered a fascinating array of hand
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes and
. . . during the holidays.
gor were weekend guests of Miss
read is its name, Mather Furniture craft articles, jellies, handkerchiefs, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes, Jr.
They'll do you proud, what
Doris Hyler.
Company. And below this are the mottos, mittens and in short could returned from Portland Sunday after
ever style you choose to con
words “Good and Bad Furniture." serve as a marvelous inspiration for a weekend visit with friends.
trast your evening gown or
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton
8anta Claus. Supervisor of this de
Well, honesty always did pay.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
formal frock. And variety . . .
had as Thanksgiving dinner guests
partment was Mrs. Grace Lurvey. her Chapter GES. was held Tuesday
• • • •
there's worlds of it. T-straps,
at their home in Miami, Dick Knowl
lieutenants being Feme Horeyseck, night. Plans were made for the an
open toes, low heels and hiCan you imagine the sensation
ton, “Spud" Murphy. Steve Accardi
Mae Gregory, Ada Hopkins, Lucy nual Christmas party Dec. 15 at
cut effects.
that
would
follow
if
your
wheel-chair
and Graham Hills, all of Rockland.
Bucklin. Flora Beal. Minnie Spinney. which time these committees will
was to suddenly start out and go
Mrs. Boynton, in a letter to relatives,
Ethel Richards. Mildred Richardson, serve: Supper, Orra Burns, Louise
streaking
down
the
streets
at
18
miles
said "Following friendly" greetings
Margaret Rackliff, Harriet Ellis, Holbrook. Nina Carroll and Mrs.
an hour? That is about the case
the first question asked by the boys was
Carrie Winchenbaugh* Maud Hall, Lester Shibles: Program. Edna Rob
with a gentleman in this town. He
“Have you a Courier-Gazette?”
Loey Hagar. Grace Stone. Maggie bins and Marion Upham: Tree, Mrs.
ROCKLAND
310 MAIN ST.,
has a three-wheeled chair with arms
Graves, Ellura Hamlin. Minnie Miles, Jamieson Wheeler.
and a foot rest, and under the seat
Susie Karl, Minnie Cross, Gladys
Mrs. Ernest Young of Camden was
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro
has a little putt-putt motor that
Studley. Etta Covel. Grace Ludwick. has been guest of a few days of Mr.
a guest Monday and Tuesday of her
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts and Miss sends him scooting along in fine
Wawenoek Club met Monday night
Lizzie Smith. Alice Kennedy. Asenath and Mrs. R. L. Jones at the Heistad
sister, Mrs. Henry B. Bird.
with Mrs. Fannie Norton, Masonic Ruth Ward were hostesses last night style. The gentleman is—he must
Achorn, Sarah Hull, Mary Annis, home.
street. The program had roll call, at the home of thelr aunt, Mrs. A .S. be—the fifty-seventh of a famous
Rcbert Bettepcourt, young son of
A beano party given at Grand -answered by quotations from the Peterson, to the Club. Sewing oc fifty-seven. For across the back of Winnie Stanley. Eliza Cousins and
Fannie Dow.
Mrs.
Alice Bettencourt, who has been
Army hall Monday night by Ruth Bible;
current
events;
paper. cupied the evening, and light refresh- his rolling Qhair are the words
The three-fold church project con receiving treatment at Community
Mayhew Tent. D.U.V. resulted • in “Through the Land of Gilead." writ-; ments were served. Members attend- “Santa Claus, Ind." And if any of
these prize winners: Mrs. Priscilla ten by Susie Campbell, and read by ' ing were Misses Viola Anderson, you heard Lowell Thomas on the centrated much energy on a chicken
Smith, Mrs. Frye, Alfred Church. Fannie Norton; question box.
! Ruth Gregory, Luella Snow, Con- night of the 25th you now know that supper, covers being laidl for 150.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Mae Croes, Mrs. Nellie Achorn.
-------stance Snow and Nathalie Jones.
Santa Claus, Indiana has a popu Each table was a model of neatness,
immaculate linen fairly shining in
Mrs. Asenath Achorn, Miss Homer,
Mrs Lewis Coltart entertained i
____
lation of just 57 souls.
THE BEST OF THE WEST!
company with gleaming red candles.
Mrs. Mills and Mrs. Emma Douglas. D. and F. Club Monday night, prizes
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett left Tuesday
• • ••
Holly and red bells Inserted their bit
being won by Mrs. Viva Kalloch, for Boston to make a 10-days’ visit
A man's purse could be the ruling toward the jolly Christmas tone.
Mrs. Ronald Messer entertained thy Mrs. Walter Kimball and Miss Ma with friends and relatives.
factor in choosing a place wherein he Responsible for this important ad
Tuesday Bridge Club at supper and rion Upham.
could take in the turkey here.
cards at her home in Warren. Win
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch of Thanksgiving dinners were available junct were a group of women whose
tireless efforts reaped rich returns in
Justice George L. Emery of the Warren were recent dinner guests of
ning honors were Mrs. C. Waldo
all the way from 35 cents to $1.25.
general effectiveness. They were:
Lowe, Mrs. Raymond Cross and Mrs. Superior Court was reappointed yes Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch.
St. Petersburg's streets are fine,
Supper, Ivy Chatto chairman,
terday.
Lawrence Leach.
paved, smooth, and straight. But
The diligent Dames meet today there is one trouble with them; one Vesta Stewart. Ida Simmons, Flor
The Three Crows defeated Snow's
Miss Ellen Cochran returned Wed
with Mrs. Edith Jones, Talbot ave part of them is not level—the inter ence Young. Evelyn Orcutt, Laura
Snaps six pins at the Star alleys last
Leonard and Blanche IWitham.
nesday from Bluehill, where she has
nue. A full attendance is desired.
sections. When coming into one
night.
Dining room — Thelma Stanley
been spending the past week with her
of these rounded crossings the nose chairman, Leona Flint, co-chairman,
Dale
Messer
of
Warren,
who
at

FRIDAY NIGHT IS
niece Mrs. Harold Ledien.
Miss Florence Jordan of Christ
of your car very neatly does a nice, Esther Dolliver. Eva Rogers, 'Shirley
mas Cove is visiting her aunt Mrs. tained the age of 5 Saturday, ob big curtsy—comes up and starts
AMATEUR NITE
Rollins. Mae Chase. Maxine Gardner,
served her anniversary by entertainMrs. Evelyn Peaslee was hostess to Winnie Kellar, Purchase street.
pointing
into
the
blue,
and
just
starts
PLUS
Etta
Blackington,
Leila
Worrey,
[ ing four cousins, Jackie Messer, Ann
the Arts and Crafts Society Monday
to settle back when it is time to go Loretta Bicknell, Lena deRochemont,
TUG OF WAR
The VF.W. Auxiliary will meet Fri Marie Whalen and Jeannine Leach
night, work being conducted on
into another dive on the other side. Minerva Small, Ruth Hoch, Flora
Christmas gifts. There was an ex day night at 7.30. Hostesses will be of Rockland and Elaine Robbins of
TODAY
If you know what to expect and take Beal. Anah Gay. Margaret Philbrook.
Union
and
two
playmates,
Anita
hibit of new stitches ln knitting and Mrs. Lora Boynton ond Mrs. Gladys
HUMPHREY
BOGART
them
slowly
—
O.
K.
But
woe
be
unto
Leona
Whitehill
and
Velma
Lord;
Robinson and Joan Maxey of War
a new project of “Terstyle Art," Hamlin.
in
you if you come sailing into one of apron table, chairman Ella Lurvey,
ren.
The
small
guests
enjoyed
an
which will be studied after the holi
“TWO AGAINST TIIE WORLD"
Edith Tweedie, Minnie Rogers, Eu
animal cracker hunt and story telling them at any speed!
days.
nice Winslow, Rose Gardner, Essie
and presented a splendid program of
singing and tap dancing. A decorat Awoke Saturday morn to the tune Day, Evelyn Orcutt and Louise Gam
Sarah Linnell’s Christmas Gifts at
\ ^Qulck,y checked
ed birthday cake and many lovely of 36° at seven o’clock. Exactly two mon.
Copper Kettle, lovely slips, good look
\
j
without "dosing."
Clever, diverting and replete with
presents completed a happy after hours later it was passing the 46°
ing bags and scarfs. They’re “the
TEL. 409
the originalisms of home town
mark on its way up (I hope).
noon.
The
mothers
were
special
tops" at comfortable prices.
friends, an evening entertainment
St. Petersburg, Fla., Nov. 28.
ib on Jg VapoRub guests.
145-146

Red, Blue, Green
and
Black Velvet

ROCKLAND, ME.

OFFER CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

LINGERIE v.

Mr and Mrs. Alfred J Dailey of ft
Brookline, Mass., returned home
Wednesday, after a 10 days’ visit I
with Mrs. Eugene Harrington and
Miss Louise Harrington, Pleasant 1
street.

Miss Edith Riley who has been a
patient at Knox Hospital, has re
turned to her home on Limerock
street.

405 MAIN ST.,

Chapin Class met Tuesday at the M
Universalist vestry, both members j
and husbands enjoying the delicious * *
picnic supper. There were 31 pres
ent, two quilts being tacked during
the evening.

AN tke wondtrfvl Rovor ond onorgy
■torod fer yo«f convoniont ww. Econo*
micol too--lordly a penny o toning

2 lbs 15c

I------------------------------------------------------------- j

Sunkist Navel Large

, p D ET C
1 I I) Co Cn

Oranges,

Coupon (or
Clover Farm

■

; Van BABY FOOD1
,

1 Your Clover Farm grocer will give

| you absolutely FREE, in exchange ■
fur this coupon properly filled 1
out. one can of Clover Faim a
Strained vegetables or prunes
with your pur
—
, chase of
3

I
I
I

cans Zyc
.

NAME

I

* ADDRESS __ ......... ........................... „ *

1 DATE

...... ..... (Expire* Dee. 2®) ®

I

I
CLOVER FARM STORE ....

.....

VICKS

*

doz 33c

Seedless Indian River

Grapefruit,
5 for 25c
Cabbage, Onions, Beets
Squash, Turnip, 4 lbs 10c

Pork Roast—
Chine End,
Rih End,
Lamb Fores,

Ib 25c
Ib 21c
lb 14c

Swift's Silver Leaf

Lard,

2 lbs 29c

<SC1°verFarm Stores<S>
PINE TREE DIVISION

Hospital for several weeks has re
LOUIE J. DREWETT
turned home in a much improved
TEACHER
OF PIANO
condition. He will be obliged to re
Private lessons in the homes or in her
turn later for a skin grafting opera
studio at
tion.
32 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
W. E. Whitney and daughter Feme
TEL. 883-W
14OS143
spent the holiday weekend with Mr
and Mrs. O. H. Copeland at Whitins
ville, Mass. They made the trip with
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Marion Clarke who also visited
friends there.
The Farm Bureau will meet Dec.
? at the home of Mrs. Minetta Paul
for an all day session; subject “Care
of the Feet." Miss Lawrence. Health
Nurse is expected to be present also
the new demonstration agent. Miss
Farnham. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes and
Mrs. Margaret Gregory will serve as
dinner committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane
turned Tuesday from a two weel
visit with relatives in Massachuse
and Connecticut.
Miss Helene Dunbar, who has been
employed at the Fuller-Cobb Co., for
several years is now employed at
Daniels' Jewelry Store.
The Townsend Club will hold a
meeting at Firemens' hall Sunday at
3 p. m.
Funeral services for Lincoln Cooper
were held Monday from the Russell
Funeral Parlors in Rockport. (Rev.
Zebedee Andrews officiated and in
terment was in Sea View cemetery.
The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Charles S. Oardner.
THOMAS BEC
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs.
Nellie Magune will be in charge of
5OU’,Hucsx“olo««
the program which will be presented
Friday night at the open meetong of
the Twentieth Century Club to be
SONGS'held at the home of Miss Weidman.
HARASS
Each member is privileged to invite a
guest. Refreshments will be served.

£71

ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY
WARNER BAXTER
in

“THE WHITE HUNTER"

Night Coughs

-A

24% lb bag, $1.13
lb 18c

PILLSBURY’S FLOUR,
FRESH SHOLDERS,

YOUR.CONVENIENCE

Strand ®

DOUCETTE’S COLUMN

Every-Other-Day
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ONE UNIQUE MUSIC SCHOOL

Publicity Man Sees Excellent

Deer Season—Conserva

tion and Propagation

The Curtis Institute In Philadelphia Has Had
An Interesting Career

In all bu’ two counties—Hancock
and Washington—the 1936 hunting
season has passed into the valhalia
The one unique music school the in unusual ways. There ^s the matter j
of memories.
country possesses is just now well of food, for example. The Institute
It has been an excellent season.
into its 13th season. This is Phila maintains a cafeteria of its own.
Just how many deer have fallen to delphia's Curtis Institute of Music, largely so that Mrs. Bok can be
the steady aim of hunters is un and it is unique because it is the only absolutely sure that every student j
known and will remain so until the school founded and supported wholly gets at least one copious and well j
last of the reports from the many by one woman, devoted only to the balanced meal a day.
checking stations throughout tlie ; cultivation of exceptional talent.
"They may cheat on breakfast, or
State have filtered into the office of
The founder is Mary Louise Curtis gc light on supper." she says with an [
the Pish and Game Commission in Bok. daughter of the publisher. Cyrus exceedingly youthful grin, "but I'
Augusta.
H K Curtis. Her contribution totals know they can get a big dinner at j
Last year an all-time record of 112 and a half million dollars, which noon.
over 20,000 deer were taken from the ts the endowment of the Institute and
It watches through the Summer,
Maine woods. Perhaps the figure lt5
and plentiful support,
too. The students likely to justify
this year will be slightly in excess of
Years ago. Mrs. Bok decided she such attention are sent to study for
this. Probably it will be somewhat ought to pay up for what music had two months near the summer homes
lower,
i meant to her. She was a pianist, of tfleir teacher.
The fact remains, however, that though not a professional one. She
And it keeps on watching even
the high yearly kill of deer in Maine had money, although she didn't think after graduation. For two years j
in spite of the large increase in the much about that. She had taken those who have proved worthy are
numbers of those now hunting is re from great artists for years, had had helped toward their career in every I
markable It stands as a convincing priceless hours for which, she felt, way. This begins in school days, I
for both Mrs Bok and Dr. Hofmann
vindication of the effectiveness of she had made no return.
"So." she explains. "I looked about are convinced that every young
modern methods of conservation.
Even in comparatively thickly set me and found David Mannes and musician is the better for frequent
tled regions, deer are more numerous his music settlement in New York ] public appearances, even in the stu
at present than in any time in the The idea of using music as a lever dent period
past This is due. I think, to several toward good citizenship appealed to
• • • •
factors among which is the vigilance me. Before long I was president of
The Institute maintains a concert
of the fish and game wardens in the Philadelphia Settlement Music
bureau which supplies artists to a |
halting the depredations of poachers School, where underprivileged chil
large number of schools near Phila
and in educating the unthinking; the dren. mostly foreigners, were attract
delphia. and often sends them far
ed
by
the
bait
of
music
lessons.
popularity of the State's conservation
" They came for music, but we ther afield. Most of these engage
program among those who find hap
taught
them a lot more—cleanliness ments are for pay. and the money
piness in following the game trails;
for these goes to the students them
the changing
sentiment among was one of the first lessons in the
selves.
climb
to
good
citizenship.
But
—
"
Maine people in general who now
And what ls tire “kick" that Mrs
• • • •
look upon the "game hog" as a det
Bok has from all this? She is not a
riment to the community and to’the
And here Mrs. Boks mobile face j shy person, although she keeps prettystate.
beneath its beautifully dressed gray- well out of the limelight. But she
It can be confidently expected that short-cut hair maJe one of its quick
goes a little shy at this question.
in the future Maine will be even a changes to concern.
It’s not the magnificent school
greater huntsman's paradise than it
“But we also developed a problem library, more than 27.000 items,
is today. As in fishing, the low ebb That was what to do with the really- mostly scores. It's not the fact that
was reached some time ago and we gifted child. A settlement school | a number of foreign governments
are arising to new heights as far as could not be expected to prepare a ' have decorated her. It's not the
our fish and game population is con- i boy for a concert career. That prob manifest gratitude of the students.
cemed.
lem was the germ of the Curtis In ; nor the fact that many of them
Now. too. the Fish and Game stitute"
j have been released to productive
Department
through the recent J The school was founded, speedily ; careers_more than 125 are members
increase in resident licenses, will developed a place of its own. confirst ranjt symphony orchestras. 30
be able in the future to put into tinues today with its chief problem , today
the magnificent Philadel
effect new and more modem methods that of keeping the student body- phia Orchestra. And the Metropoll- !
of conservation and propagation. small enough to enable every stu- ’ tan Opera has accepted six singers
Eventually, these innovations which dent to have plentiful personal in from the school.
were impossible heretofor because of struction.
"Perhaps." suggests Mrs Bok. "It's
And that is another unique feature In the occasional tremendous talent
a lack of sufficient funds will result,
not only better hunting and fishing of the institute. Both Mrs Bok and Such as Samuel Barber, tfor one
for all of us who are residents of its director, Josef Hofmann, believe example.
the State, but will be instrumental that youngsters preparing for a
“I can t exactly explain what It !
in bringing an increased number of public career should have instruction means to have had a share tn de
out-of-State people to Maine to'en from artists who are having a career veloping a talent like that. You
joy our hunting and fishing and to in public. It's difficult to make know, he could have been a concert
leave millions of dollars in the pock schedules for lessons when the teach baritone of a concert pianist.. But he
er is touring the country, but it can decided to compose.
ets of Maine residents.
Maine people can well be proud of be done.
"He's done a number of first rate
There is no tuition fee. which is things, and has had them performed ‘
their achievements in preventing our
woods and streams from becoming also pretty unusual.
He's won the Pulitzer Prize two years
‘•We used to make a charge." ex in succession, and he's now abroad
depleted of their magnificent game
plains Mrs Bok. "but it was usually on the Prix de Rome. His first
birds, animals, and fish.
We can now look forward hope just a formality. And it made a symphony g-as completed this Sum
fully to the future; a future when difference with the students to have mer and Molinari is to conduct the
our boys and girls can know the joys some paying and many not. So we , premiere next month—also in Rome.
of the open as we know them; a fu- ' abolished the charge,
! Rodzinski will do the American preture when they will thank us for our I No student with i really excep- miere in Cleveland, and will play it
farsightedness in providing an effl- tlonal talent is turned away, even if also with the New York Philhar
cient Fish and Game Commission he cannot find enough money for monic later ln the season.
with the means to help wild things Lving expenses.
"He's also — but that's enough.
in all their beauty to live and flourish
• • • .
We've developed many other splendid
within our borders.
“They say that great art comes talents." —Written by John Selby
----------------- through suffering." Mrs. Bok says. for the Associated Press.
AN UNIQUE METHOD
Perhaps that is true But think of
WHEREIN DO WE FAIL?
-----i the lost time. And if I've learned
Baseball Movies To Be Used anything these thirteen years, it is
. _ .
. .
I .
. i , that the really gifted child is no North Haven Man Comments L'pon

MORE

THE THRIFT GAMLINE

free

PRIZES

FOR COLD WEATHER

ANOTHER RICHFIEID JING1E
with

DRIVING
When Arctic mornings prescribe a

> SIMPLE...TRY IT!

change of gasoline diet for your motor,

remember Richfield makes a special gaso
line for winter weather. Richfield HiOctane** Winter Gasoline saves you money

on every "cold" start. It’s as eager to go
as a race-horse. It fires fast! It cuts down

carburetor choking! It saves your battery!
Start today to pile up those winter savings
—and save at least $24.48* a year with

Richfield.
. '-’i fV3

'W

•Certified mileage road tests with Richfield
Hi-Octane, compared with the average mileage
10,391 motorists report from other gasolines,
show savings of at feast $24.48 a year with
Richfield.

tNW «U«K

“St

L
')ealer Entries must he

Gasoline

fhan midnight, necemb^Tu t**?*

V

Il,ter

many entries as vou like
in »’
Corporation of jtf. y p J? $e R,‘hficld Oil

••Reg. L’.S. Pit. Off.

Central Station, New York chv? 5U’ Gran‘1

First prize______
Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize
Fifth prize.

$100.00 in cash

50.00 in cash
40.00 in cash
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Now is the time to order Rytex
Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
ing ... 11.00 a box. postage 10 cents.
See the latest samples at The CourierGazette.
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beth Caven. In this offering the
fruit donated was placed in attrac
tive boxes and taken to the sick. Mr.
and -Mrs. Ellis and Mr. Rowland.
• • • •
Parents and friends joined with
I the boys and girls of the East Union
Sun(Uy Schoo, for g Thanksgivin
worship
wgs
followed
hymn ..^ y<?
Thankful
Come... responsive

Nov. 21. a happy group met at the
home of Mrs. Allen Young, representing the East Union Sundry
school boys and girls. Games were
played and ice cream, cake and scripture reading, and prayer for the
cookies were served. Present were
Nation was voiced by Miss McPauline King. Louie King. Joseph
i Knight; “Our Heritage" was read by
I.eBlanc. Lillian Spear. Violet Brooks.
: Shirley Morton, and the President s
Alfreda Young. Priscilla Brooks.
Proclamation was given by Mrs.
Hazel Young. Alice Layr, Harold
Allen Young. Following the singing
Layr, Marian Young. Gladys Layr,
of “America the Beautiful." an offer
Junior Davis. Helen Young. Mary
ing was taken to be used for hymn
Lou Davis. Doris Payson, Marilyn
books for the Sunday school. Another
In Stimulating Interest In logfer
a Sing Sing News Item
Payson. Martha Gould, Richard
hymn "We Plough the Fields and
Gould. Hope Brown. Mrs. Myrtle
Safety Campaign
“It's their -world, this study of
Scatter,” the members of the Sun
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
------j music. They will, voluntarily, sacriGouid, Basil Brow'.i, Joan Brown,
day school presented the pageant:
I was saddened the other day to
Capitalizing upon the interest i fjce anything to it. Even the chilPeebe Brown. Charlotte Young. John
"Out of the Bible." A large Bible
boys and men have in major league ,
wm ^Ve have our little diffi- lead that in Sing Sing Prison there
Brown. Neal. Mrs. Armena Brown,
occupied the center of the platform,
baseball, the Maine Highway Safety 1 cuities now and then, but I can't are nine youths, the youngest 17 and
and Mrs. Warren Reynolds and
and out of its pages came the "boys
Campaign is utilizing a combined - think of one student who has ever the oldest 20. who are in the death
Jacqueline Ann Reynolds, five weeks
and girls and noble men and women
safety and baseball moving picture j j^aUy abused our help.”
, old, the youngest guest. Mrs. Young
of the olden days.” They came at the
house waiting to pay the supreme
show throughout the state with most
should know. She is no
| and Miss MsKnight.
call of Imagination and Religious
• • • •
pleasing results.
remote patroness. She gives four penalty—death in the electric chair
The Study Class at Hope has Education, and each spoke as if the
Through the co-operation of Aetna days a week to the school, and knows for murder. Some mother's heart is
completed
the first course in the experience was then taking place. .
Casualty & Surety Company, Don personally everybody in it, from the bleeding for them.
First Series Courses of the New- Characters were in costume, thus j
Brennan. Maine's only major leaguer janitor on up. Although she doesn't
The item closed with these words,
Standard Leadership Curriculum. making the presentation colorful and
and member of the Cincinnati Reds hold a “position,” her function is a
"Their case histories are strangely
Six met the requirements. They are. picturesque. As the Bible opened a
pitching staff, has been employed little like that of the chairman of
tableau was disclosed, the Manager '
alike.
Those
histories
lend
but
little
Mrs. Etta Fernald, Mrs. Evelyn
and assigned to the Campaign. Mr., the board of a corporation.
World’s Rut eon with dual economy of From oil
Brown,
Miss
Estelle
Bartlett, scene, the children of the Old Testa- j
Brennan uses the official American
There are 202 students this year, more than criticism of our medem
cleaner and automatic overdrive • New underilung
ment
who
looked
forward
to
the
j
Mrs Georgia Brownell. Mrs. Mabel
League sound film 'Take Me Out To more than she or Dr. Hofmann really methods of dealing with youth."
coming
of
the
Messiah,
and
Children
rear axles give big roomy interiors
chair height
Wright and Miss Clara Brownell.
The Ball Game" together with such want. The ideal number would be
Wherein do we fail? It seems to
of the New Testament who had seen
seats • World's largest luggage capacity • World's
safety movies as suit the occasion. 175—but “you can't turn away real me that one of the greatest failures
Him knelt in adoration as "Silent
easiest closing doors with exclusive non-rattle rotary
The baseball picture is a contribution talent," remarks Mrs. Bok.
At Clark Island the Thanksgiving
is in not teaching youth to stand on
Night* was played. Special solos
of the Fisher Body Corporation.
season was observed in a responsive
door locks • World's first con with built-in warm
Sixty-nine per cent of the student their own feet, have minds of their
were sung by Barbara Morton as
Much emphasis is being placed
are boys ant} young men. There own and not be led by every wind
worship service of Scripture, song i
air defrosters • Only cars with Automatic Hill Holder ond world's finest,
••Miriam,” Sleep, Little Brother of
upon "Father & -Son" nights and are 72 new students this Winter, and that blows. They should be taught
and prayer. Sunday evening. Nov. 22. '
smoothest hydraulic brakes • World's strongest, safest and quietest all steel bodies
Mine;" "The Lord is My Shepherd"
later "Baseball Clinics" will be held the whole group comes from 30 states over and over, line upon line, precept
i Edwin Baum opened the sen-ice as
by Louie King, as "David;" Others
reinforced by steel e Studebaker's C. I. I. Budget Pion offers low time payteetita.
lr. many schools to help youngsters and the District otf Columbia. Three upon precept, that which is right and ,
reader, with, the choir giving the
taking part were: Religious Educa
improve their game and incidentally percent are from foreign countries; they cannot get it on the streets.
responses, then following this pro- J
tion. Alfreda Young; Imagination,
gram:
te forcefully place before this group most are naturally from Philadel
Abraham Lincoln is quoted as hav
Violet Brooks; Miriam. Barbara
of drivers their responsibilities as phia.
"Why I am Thankful," by Marilyn ing said, “I say stand with anybody
Morton; Deborah. Pauline King; 28 PARK STREET
TELEPHONE 700
ROCKLAND, ME.
Baum. Vera Blomberg. Dawn 'Magnu- !
such.
’
Every one of these students, if he who stand right. Stand with him
Samuel, Junior Davis; Abraham.
UP
TO
50X
The response to this unique ac does not have a good instrument of while he is right and part with him
son, Hilda Swanson and Ernest
Philip Morton; Isaac. Harold Layr;
tivity has been most gratifying. his own, is provided a first grade when he goes wrong." If we could
Swanson. Song by the same group ,
Joseph. Joseph LeBlanc; Captive
Legion Posts, mens’ clubs, college instrument for his practise, in his only teach that, not only to the
"Love Him, Love Him." "Our Heri
Maid. Hazel Young; Daughter of
AFTER
P.M
groups and industrial gatherings are home. The school owns 80 pianos. youth of the land, but to all. we. with
tage," by June Webel. The Presi
Jarius, Alice Layr; Children of
booked for showings throughout the Dr. Hofmann believes that it is im Lincoln, could say, “I am not bound
dent’s Proclamation was read byPerea. Mary Davis, Doris Payson,
RATES:
winter months and a tremendous perative for young musicians to use to win but I am bound to be true. I
Mrs. James Harrison The final of- |
L AIL 0»Y SUNDAY
S.ngle ’zst-je-ju
Lois Nichols and Helen Young;
to Your hotel in BOSTON
impetus has been given safety work only the best instruments.
fering was the dramatization of the
am not bound to succeed, but I am
Doubl. h»-S"4U
Children who remembered “the day
in many areas. The result in the
victory of Faith over Fear and Doubt,
For certain instruments, violin bound to live up to what light I
Jesus entered the city in triumph."
AU DOOMS WITH BATH
matter of parents instructing their among them, it also is Imperative have.”
with the aid of Thanksgiving and
500 Rooms
Basil Brown, Charlotte Young, Con
Spaoa' wtclily r«t«|
youngsters before turning over the that the talent be captured young.
Joy.
The
presentation
of
the
“
first
"Be not like dumb driven cattle, be
stance Nichols. Marion Young.
family car to them has been parti This Introduces the problem of gen a hero in the strife.”
fruits of the land" were brought by1
117 'JTLrFF
, Marilyn Payson, Beebe Brown, Jean
RADIO
cularly gratifying.
Dorothy Jackson. Beverly Magnuson.
eral education. The Institute pro
Prank Beverage
SERVIDOR
Brown. Richard Gould and Priscilla
The Aetna Casualty & Surety- vides tutors for the children; it also
Harriet Johnson. Virginia Graves.
North Haven, Dec. 2
TUB ’-.SHOWER
i Brooks. In the tablean scene were:
Company will be remembered as hav maintains a reciprocal arrangement
Selma Blomberg. Carl Johnson.
Mary, Martha Oould; Joseph, Hope
ing supplied the Maine Highway with the University of Pennsylvania,
| George Baum Jr. Faith, Minerva
THE
Brown. Mrs. Myrtle Brown acted as
Safety Campaign with the "Reacto- and does what it can to see that the
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP | Johnson. Thanksgiving, Doris Caven. ;- pianist and Mrs. Allen Young and
tneter" which was used from June students leave the school with a fair
NORTH STATION
COMPLETE OIL CROQUIGNOLE Fear. Doris Malstrom, Doubt. Cath- - Miss Shirley Morton assisted.
erine Caven. Joy. Shirley Johnson. J
until October throughout the State general culture.
•a. STEP -from your TRAIN' to you f ROOM"
PERMANENT
The buildings themselves are in
Choir. Marian Graves, June Webel.
in demonstrating to the driving
for $2.00
Marion Larson. Arlene Morrison.
public the matter of "reaction time" keeping with this theory. No school
TEL. 1061-M
598 MAIN ST. Frances Caven. Robert McGuffey. !
and its importance In accident pre ever looked less like an ‘‘institution.
14” It Ralph Caven, Pianist, Mrs. Eliza- 1
The .‘school watches over its talent
vention.
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